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Jacobsen ALL 22" GREENS MOWERS including GREENSKING, GM, E-Plex, G-Plex, GP400 & ECLIPSE 122 & 322 MOWERS - FRONT ROLLER
2" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2" wide grooved Urethane no flats 6.5 lb J2522A2CG $350 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AJ $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane no flats 6.7 lb J2522A2NG $350 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AJ $72

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.5 lb J2522A2CGF $350 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AJ $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.7 lb J2522A2NGF $350 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AJ $72

2" smooth Urethane 8 lb J2522A2C $328 22.25" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AJ $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 11.5 lb J2522A2S $279 22.25" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AJ $72

2" smooth Steel light 5.5 lb J2522A2L $279 22.25" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AJ $72

2" dia. TWO body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb J2504A2CGt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.87" shaft SHA2504AJNt $87

2 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb J2504A2NGt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.87" shaft SHA2504AJNt $87

2 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 4 lb J2504A2CGFt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.87" shaft SHA2504AJNt $87

2 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 4 lb J2504A2NGFt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.87" shaft SHA2504AJNt $87

2 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (2x2" wide bodies) 4 lb J2502A2Ct $421 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.87" shaft SHA2502AJNt $87

2 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 4.2 lb J2504A2Ct $421 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.87" shaft SHA2504AJNt $87

2" dia. THREE body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

3 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb J3122A2CG+2C $487 22.45" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.87" shaft SHA3122AJN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb J3122A2NG+2C $487 22.45" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.87" shaft SHA3122AJN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb J3122A2C+2C $487 22.25" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.87" shaft SHA3122AJN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (22.25" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb J3122A2S+2S $487 22.25" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.87" shaft SHA3122AJN+2 $104

2" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb J2522A2CG4 $536 4 short bodies, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb J2522A2NG4 $536 4 short bodies, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb J2522A2CGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb J2522A2NGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 8.5 lb J2522A2C4 $526 4 short bodies, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x5.55" wide bodies) 12 lb J2522A2S4 $526 4 short bodies, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AJN4 $87

2" dia. SIX body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

6 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb J3122A2CG4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.87" shaft SHA3122AJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb J3122A2NG4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.87" shaft SHA3122AJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 1" flats 13 lb J3122A2CGF4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.87" shaft SHA3122AJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 1" flats 13 lb J3122A2NGF4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.87" shaft SHA3122AJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb J3122A2C4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.87" shaft SHA3122AJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb J3122A2S4+2S $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.87" shaft SHA3122AJN4+2 $104

2.5" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2.5" wide grooved (1" spacing) Urethane no flats 9 lb J2522A25CG $407 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AJ $72

2.5" narrow grooved (1/2" spacing) Urethane no flats 9 lb J2522A25NG $407 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AJ $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 9.5 lb J2522A25C $361 22.25" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AJ $72

2.5" smooth Steel 10 lb J2522A25S $313 22.25" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AJ $72

2.5" dia. TWO body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 2.5" grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb J2504A25CGt $474 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.87" shaft SHA2504AJNt $87

2 bodies 2.5" smooth Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 4.2 lb J2504A25Ct $474 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.87" shaft SHA2504AJNt $87

2.5" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2.5" grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 10.5 lb J2522A25CG4 $612 4 short bodies, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AJN4 $87

4 bodies 2.5" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 9 lb J2522A25C4 $612 4 short bodies, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AJN4 $87

4 bodies 2.5" smooth Steel (4x5.55" wide bodies) 12 lb J2522A25S4 $520 4 short bodies, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AJN4 $87

2.5" dia. SIX body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

6 bodies 2.5" grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 14 lb J3122A25CG4+2C $656 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.87" shaft SHA3122AJN4+2 $104

Jacobsen ALL 22" GREENS MOWERS including GREENSKING, GM, E-Plex, G-Plex,GP400 & ECLIPSE 122 & 322 MOWERS - BACK ROLLER
2" dia. SINGLE body rollers w/ 3/8" taps in shaft

2" wide grooved Urethane no flats 6.5 lb J2422S2CG $360 22.45" body, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJ $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane no flats 6.7 lb J2422S2NG $360 22.45" body, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJ $72

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.5 lb J2422S2CGF $360 22.45" body, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJ $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.7 lb J2422S2NGF $360 22.45" body, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJ $72

2" smooth Urethane 8 lb J2422S2C $338 22.25" body, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJ $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 11.5 lb J2422S2S $289 22.25" body, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJ $72

2" smooth Steel light 5.5 lb J2422S2L $289 22.25" body, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJ $72

2" dia. SINGLE body rollers w/ 7/16" taps in shaft

2" wide grooved Urethane no flats 6.5 lb J2422G2CG $360 22.45" body, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJ $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane no flats 6.7 lb J2422G2NG $360 22.45" body, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJ $72

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.5 lb J2422G2CGF $360 22.45" body, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJ $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.7 lb J2422G2NGF $360 22.45" body, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJ $72

2" smooth Urethane 8 lb J2422G2C $338 22.25" body, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJ $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 11.5 lb J2422G2S $289 22.25" body, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJ $72

2" smooth Steel light 5.5 lb J2422G2L $289 22.25" body, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJ $72

2" dia. TWO body rollers w/ 3/8" taps in shaft non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb J2404S2CGt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2404SJNt $87

2 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb J2404S2NGt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2404SJNt $87

2 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 4 lb J2404S2CGFt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2404SJNt $87

2 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 4 lb J2404S2NGFt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2404SJNt $87

2 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (2x2" wide bodies) 4 lb J2402S2Ct $431 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2404SJNt $87

2 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 4.2 lb J2404S2Ct $431 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2404SJNt $87
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2" dia. TWO body rollers w/ 7/16" taps in shaft non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb J2404G2CGt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2404GJNt $87

2 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb J2404G2NGt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2404GJNt $87

2 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 4 lb J2404G2CGFt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2404GJNt $87

2 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 4 lb J2404G2NGFt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2404GJNt $87

2 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (2x2" wide bodies) 4 lb J2402G2Ct $431 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2404GJNt $87

2 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 4.2 lb J2404G2Ct $431 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2404GJNt $87

2" dia. THREE body rollers w/ 3/8" taps in shaft non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

3 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb J3022S2CG+2C $487 22.45" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA3022SJN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb J3022S2NG+2C $487 22.45" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA3022SJN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb J3022S2C+2C $487 22.25" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA3022SJN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (22.25" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb J3022S2S+2S $487 22.25" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA3022SJN+2 $104

2" dia. THREE body rollers w/ 7/16" taps in shaft non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

3 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb J3022G2CG+2C $487 22.45" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA3022GJN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb J3022G2NG+2C $487 22.45" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA3022GJN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb J3022G2C+2C $487 22.25" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA3022GJN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (22.25" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb J3022G2S+2S $487 22.25" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA3022GJN+2 $104

2" dia. FOUR body rollers w/ 3/8" taps in shaft non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb J2422S2CG4 $536 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb J2422S2NG4 $536 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb J2422S2CGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb J2422S2NGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 8.5 lb J2422S2C4 $526 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x5.55" wide bodies) 12 lb J2422S2S4 $526 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJN4 $87

2" dia. FOUR body rollers w/ 7/16" taps in shaft non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb J2422G2CG4 $536 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb J2422G2NG4 $536 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb J2422G2CGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb J2422G2NGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 8.5 lb J2422G2C4 $526 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x5.55" wide bodies) 12 lb J2422G2S4 $526 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJN4 $87

2" dia. SIX body rollers w/ 3/8" taps in shaft non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

6 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb J3022S2CG4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA3022SJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb J3022S2NG4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA3022SJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 1" flats 13 lb J3022S2CGF4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA3022SJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 1" flats 13 lb J3022S2NGF4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA3022SJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb J3022S2C4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA3022SJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb J3022S2S4+2S $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA3022SJN4+2 $104

2" dia. SIX body rollers w/ 7/16" taps in shaft non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

6 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb J3022G2CG4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA3022GJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb J3022G2NG4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA3022GJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 1" flats 13 lb J3022G2CGF4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA3022GJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 1" flats 13 lb J3022G2NGF4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA3022GJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb J3022G2C4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA3022GJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb J3022G2S4+2S $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA3022GJN4+2 $104

Jacobsen TC-22 GREENSMOWERS - FRONT ROLLER
2" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2" wide grooved Urethane no flats 6.5 lb J2522J2CG $399 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522JJ $76

2" narrow grooved Urethane no flats 6.7 lb J2522J2NG $399 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522JJ $76

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.5 lb J2522J2CGF $399 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522JJ $76

2" narrow grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.7 lb J2522J2NGF $399 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522JJ $76

2" smooth Urethane 8 lb J2522J2C $368 22.25" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522JJ $76

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 11.5 lb J2522J2S $319 22.25" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522JJ $76

2" smooth Steel light 5.5 lb J2522J2L $319 22.25" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522JJ $76

2" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb J2522J2CG4 $556 4 short bodies, 25.87" shaft SHA2522JJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb J2522J2NG4 $556 4 short bodies, 25.87" shaft SHA2522JJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb J2522J2CGF4 $556 4 short bodies, 25.87" shaft SHA2522JJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb J2522J2NGF4 $556 4 short bodies, 25.87" shaft SHA2522JJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 8.5 lb J2522J2C4 $556 4 short bodies, 25.87" shaft SHA2522JJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x5.55" wide bodies) 12 lb J2522J2S4 $556 4 short bodies, 25.87" shaft SHA2522JJN4 $87

Jacobsen TC-22 GREENSMOWERS - BACK ROLLER
2" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2" wide grooved Urethane no flats 6.5 lb J2522V2CG $399 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522VJ $76

2" narrow grooved Urethane no flats 6.7 lb J2522V2NG $399 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522VJ $76

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.5 lb J2522V2CGF $399 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522VJ $76

2" narrow grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.7 lb J2522V2NGF $399 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522VJ $76

2" smooth Urethane 8 lb J2522V2C $368 22.25" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522VJ $76

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 11.5 lb J2522V2S $319 22.25" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522VJ $76

2" smooth Steel light 5.5 lb J2522V2L $319 22.25" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522VJ $76

2" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb J2522V2CG4 $566 4 short bodies, 25.87" shaft SHA2522VJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb J2522V2NG4 $566 4 short bodies, 25.87" shaft SHA2522VJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb J2522V2CGF4 $566 4 short bodies, 25.87" shaft SHA2522VJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb J2522V2NGF4 $566 4 short bodies, 25.87" shaft SHA2522VJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 8.5 lb J2522V2C4 $566 4 short bodies, 25.87" shaft SHA2522VJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x5.55" wide bodies) 12 lb J2522V2S4 $566 4 short bodies, 25.87" shaft SHA2522VJN4 $87
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Jacobsen ALL 18" GREENSMOWERS (Eclipse 118, GK 418 & GK 518) - FRONT & BACK ROLLERS  (SHAFT is 21.25" without taps in either end)
2" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2" wide grooved Urethane no flats 6.2 lb J2119A2CG $350 19.45" body, 21.25" shaft w/o taps SHA2119AJ $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane no flats 6.4 lb J2119A2NG $350 19.45" body, 21.25" shaft w/o taps SHA2119AJ $72

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.2 lb J2119A2CGF $350 19.45" body, 21.25" shaft w/o taps SHA2119AJ $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.4 lb J2119A2NGF $350 19.45" body, 21.25" shaft w/o taps SHA2119AJ $72

2" smooth Urethane 7.5 lb J2119A2C $328 19.25" body, 21.25" shaft w/o taps SHA2119AJ $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 10.5 lb J2119A2S $279 19.25" body, 21.25" shaft w/o taps SHA2119AJ $72

2" smooth Steel light 4.5 lb J2119A2L $279 19.25" body, 21.25" shaft w/o taps SHA2119AJ $72

2" dia. TWO body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb J2104A2CGt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 21.25" shaft SHA2104AJNt $87

2 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb J2104A2NGt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 21.25" shaft SHA2104AJNt $87

2 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 4 lb J2104A2CGFt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 21.25" shaft SHA2104AJNt $87

2 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 4 lb J2104A2NGFt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 21.25" shaft SHA2104AJNt $87

2 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (2x2" wide bodies) 4 lb J2102A2Ct $421 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 21.25" shaft SHA2102AJNt $87

2 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 4.2 lb J2104A2Ct $421 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 21.25" shaft SHA2104AJNt $87

2" dia. THREE body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

3 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (19.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb J2719A2CG+2C $487 19.45" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft SHA2719AJN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (19.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb J2719A2NG+2C $487 19.45" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft SHA2719AJN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (19.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb J2719A2C+2C $487 19.45" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft SHA2719AJN+2 $104

2" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb J2119A2CG4 $536 4 short bodies, 21.25" shaft SHA2119AJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb J2119A2NG4 $536 4 short bodies, 21.25" shaft SHA2119AJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb J2119A2CGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 21.25" shaft SHA2119AJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb J2149A2NGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 21.25" shaft SHA2119AJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) 8.5 lb J2119A2C4 $536 4 short bodies, 21.25" shaft SHA2119AJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x4.75" wide bodies) 12 lb J2119A2S4 $536 4 short bodies, 21.25" shaft SHA2119AJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Steel light (4x4.75" wide bodies) 7 lb J2119A2L4 $536 4 short bodies, 21.25" shaft SHA2119AJN4 $72

2" dia. SIX body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

6 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) no flats 13 lb J2719A2CG4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft SHA2719AJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb J2719A2NG4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft SHA2719AJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 1" flats 13 lb J2719A2CGF4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft SHA2719AJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 1" flats 13 lb J2719A2NGF4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft SHA2719AJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb J2719A2C4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft SHA2719AJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" smooth steel heavy (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb J2719A2S4+2S $616 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft SHA2719AJN4+2 $104

Jacobsen 18" Eclipse2 118F GREENSMOWERS - FRONT ROLLERS  (SHAFT is 21.25" with taps in both ends)
2" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2" wide grooved Urethane no flats 6.2 lb J2119S2CG $360 19.45" body, 21.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2119SJ $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane no flats 6.4 lb J2119S2NG $360 19.45" body, 21.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2119SJ $72

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.2 lb J2119S2CGF $360 19.45" body, 21.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2119SJ $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.4 lb J2119S2NGF $360 19.45" body, 21.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2119SJ $72

2" smooth Urethane 7.5 lb J2119S2C $338 19.25" body, 21.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2119SJ $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 10.5 lb J2119S2S $289 19.25" body, 21.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2119SJ $72

2" smooth Steel light 4.5 lb J2119S2L $289 19.25" body, 21.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2119SJ $72

2" dia. TWO body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb J2104S2CGt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 21.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2104SJNt $87

2 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb J2104S2NGt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 21.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2104SJNt $87

2 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 4 lb J2104S2CGFt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 21.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2104SJNt $87

2 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 4 lb J2104S2NGFt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 21.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2104SJNt $87

2 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (2x2" wide bodies) 4 lb J2102S2Ct $431 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 21.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2102SJNt $87

2 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 4.2 lb J2104S2Ct $431 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 21.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2104SJNt $87

2" dia. THREE body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

3 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (19.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb J2719S2CG+2C $487 19.45" center body +2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2719SJN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (19.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb J2719S2NG+2C $487 19.45" center body +2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2719SJN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (19.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb J2719S2C+2C $487 19.25" center body +2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2719SJN+2 $104

2" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb J2119S2CG4 $536 4 short bodies, 21.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2119SJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb J2119S2NG4 $536 4 short bodies, 21.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2119SJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb J2119S2CGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 21.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2119SJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb J2119S2NGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 21.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2119SJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) 8.5 lb J2119S2C4 $536 4 short bodies, 21.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2119SJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth steel heavy (4x4.75" wide bodies) 12 lb J2119S2S4 $536 4 short bodies, 21.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2119SJN4 $87

2" dia. SIX body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

6 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) no flats 13 lb J2719S2CG4+2C $626 4 center bodies +2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2719SJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb J2719S2NG4+2C $626 4 center bodies +2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2719SJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 1" flats 13 lb J2719S2CGF4+2C $626 4 center bodies +2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2719SJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 1" flats 13 lb J2719S2NGF4+2C $626 4 center bodies +2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2719SJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb J2719S2C4+2C $626 4 center bodies +2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2719SJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" smooth steel heavy (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb J2719S2S4+2S $616 4 center bodies +2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2719SJN4+2 $104

Jacobsen 18" Eclipse2 118F GREENSMOWERS - REAR ROLLERS  (SHAFT is 20.5" with taps in both ends)
2" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2" wide grooved Urethane no flats 6.2 lb J2019S2CG $360 19.45" body, 20.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2119SJ $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane no flats 6.4 lb J2019S2NG $360 19.45" body, 20.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2119SJ $72

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.2 lb J2019S2CGF $360 19.45" body, 20.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2019SJ $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.4 lb J2019S2NGF $360 19.45" body, 20.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2119SJ $72

2" smooth Urethane 7.5 lb J2019S2C $338 19.25" body, 20.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2019SJ $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 10.5 lb J2019S2S $289 19.25" body, 20.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2019SJ $72

2" smooth Steel light 4.5 lb J2019S2L $289 19.25" body, 20.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2019SJ $72
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2" dia. TWO body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb J2004S2CGt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 20.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2004SJNt $87

2 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb J2004S2NGt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 20.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2004SJNt $87

2 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 4 lb J2004S2CGFt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 20.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2004SJNt $87

2 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 4 lb J2004S2NGFt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 20.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2004SJNt $87

2 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (2x2" wide bodies) 4 lb J2002S2Ct $431 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 20.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2002SJNt $87

2 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 4.2 lb J2004S2Ct $431 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 20.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2004SJNt $87

2" dia. THREE body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

3 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (19.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb J2619S2CG+2C $487 19.45" center body +2 short outer bodies, 26.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2619SJN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (19.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb J2619S2NG+2C $487 19.45" center body +2 short outer bodies, 26.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2619SJN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (19.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb J2619S2C+2C $487 19.25" center body +2 short outer bodies, 26.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2619SJN+2 $104

2" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb J2019S2CG4 $536 4 short bodies, 20.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2019SJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb J2019S2NG4 $536 4 short bodies, 20.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2019SJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb J2019S2CGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 20.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2019SJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb J2019S2NGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 20.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2019SJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) 8.9 lb J2019S2C4 $536 4 short bodies, 20.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2019SJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth steel heavy (4x4.75" wide bodies) 12 lb J2019S2S4 $536 4 short bodies, 20.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2019SJN4 $87

2" dia. SIX body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

6 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) no flats 13 lb J2619S2CG4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 26.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2619SJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb J2619S2NG4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 26.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2619SJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 1" flats 13 lb J2619S2CGF4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 26.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2619SJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 1" flats 13 lb J2619S2NGF4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 26.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2619SJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb J2619S2C4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 26.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2619SJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb J2619S2S4+2S $616 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 26.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2619SJN4+2 $104

Jacobsen ALL 26" GREENSMOWERS (Eclipse 126, GK 426 & GK 526) - FRONT & BACK ROLLERS
2" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2" wide grooved Urethane no flats 7.8 lb J2926A2CG $360 26.45" body, 29.75" shaft SHA2926AJ $72

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 8 lb J2926A2CGF $360 26.45" body, 29.75" shaft SHA2926AJ $72

2" smooth Urethane 9 lb J2926A2C $338 26.25" body, 29.75" shaft SHA2926AJ $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 12.5 lb J2926A2S $299 26.25" body, 29.75" shaft SHA2926AJ $72

2" smooth Steel light 7 lb J2926A2L $299 26.25" body, 29.75" shaft SHA2926AJ $72

2" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x6.5" wide bodies) no flats 10 lb J2926A2CG4 $546 4 short bodies, 29.75" shaft SHA2926AJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x6.5" wide bodies) 13 lb J2926A2C4 $556 4 short bodies, 29.75" shaft SHA2926AJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth steel heavy (4x6.5" wide bodies) 13 lb J2926A2S4 $536 4 short bodies, 29.75" shaft SHA2926AJN4 $87

2.5" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 9 lb J2926A25CG $407 26.45" body, 29.75" shaft SHA2926AJ $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 11 lb J2926A25C $361 26.45" body, 29.75" shaft SHA2926AJ $72

2.5" smooth Steel 11 lb J2926A25S $355 26.25" body, 29.75" shaft SHA2926AJ $72

2.5" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2.5" grooved Urethane (4x6.5" wide bodies) no flats 10 lb J2926A25CG4 $622 4 short bodies, 29.75" shaft SHA2926AJN4 $87

4 bodies 2.5" smooth Urethane (4x6.5" wide bodies) 13 lb J2926A25C4 $612 4 short bodies, 29.75" shaft SHA2926AJN4 $87

4 bodies 2.5" smooth Steel (4x6.5" wide bodies) 13 lb J2926A25S4 $520 4 short bodies, 29.75" shaft SHA2926AJN4 $87

2.5" dia. SIX body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

6 bodies 2.5" grooved Urethane (4x6.5" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 10 lb J3526A25CG4+2C $666 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 35.75" shaft SHA3526AJN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2.5" smooth Urethane (4x6.5" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb J3526A25C4+2C $686 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 35.75" shaft SHA3526AJN4+2 $104

Jacobsen 26" LF3810 & TRIKING 1471 & 1671 - FRONT & BACK ROLLERS (Sectional rollers with 4 bodies also available)
2.5" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 9.5 lb J2826A25CG $407 26.45" body, 28.375" shaft SHA2826AJ $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 11 lb J2826A25C $361 26.45" body, 28.375" shaft SHA2826AJ $72

2.5" smooth Steel 11 lb J2826A25S $355 26.25" body, 28.375" shaft SHA2826AJ $72

3" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3" grooved Urethane no flats 13 lb J2826A3CG $470 26.45" body, 28.375" shaft SHA2826AJ $72

3" smooth Urethane 13.5 lb J2826A3C $438 26.45" body, 28.375" shaft SHA2826AJ $72

3" smooth Steel 13.5 lb J2826A3S $369 26.25" body, 28.375" shaft SHA2826AJ $72

Jacobsen 26" TR-3 - FRONT & BACK ROLLERS (Sectional rollers with 4 bodies also available)
2.5" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 9.5 lb J3126X25CG $407 26.45" body, 31.25" shaft-1/2" dia. ends SHA3126XJ $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 11 lb J3126X25C $361 26.45" body, 31.25" shaft-1/2" dia. ends SHA3126XJ $72

2.5" smooth Steel 11 lb J3126X25S $355 26.45" body, 31.25" shaft-1/2" dia. ends SHA3126XJ $72

3" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3" grooved Urethane no flats 13 lb J3126X3CG $470 26.45" body, 31.25" shaft-1/2" dia. ends SHA3126XJ $72

3" smooth Urethane 13.5 lb J3126X3C $438 26.45" body, 31.25" shaft-1/2" dia. ends SHA3126XJ $72

3" smooth Steel 13.5 lb J3126X3S $369 26.45" body, 31.25" shaft-1/2" dia. ends SHA3126XJ $72

Jacobsen 30" TRIKING 1684D & 1900D - FRONT & BACK ROLLERS
2.5" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 9 lb J3229A25CG $407 29.45" body, 32.19" shaft SHA3229AJ $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 12 lb J3229A25C $361 29.45" body, 32.19" shaft SHA3229AJ $72

2.5" smooth Steel 12 lb J3229A25S $355 29.45" body, 32.19" shaft SHA3229AJ $72

3" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3" grooved Urethane no flats 12.4 lb J3229A3CG $470 29.45" body, 32.19" shaft SHA3229AJ $72

3" smooth Urethane 15 lb J3229A3C $438 29.45" body, 32.19" shaft SHA3229AJ $72

3" smooth Steel 15 lb J3229A3S $355 29.45" body, 32.19" shaft SHA3229AJ $72

Jacobsen 18" LIGHT FAIRWAY LF530 & SLF1880 - FRONT ROLLER (Sectional rollers with 4 bodies also available)
3" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3" grooved Urethane no flats 9 lb J2119A3CG $470 19.45" body, 21.25" shaft SHA2119AJ $72

3" smooth Urethane 10.5 lb J2119A3C $438 19.45" body, 21.25" shaft SHA2119AJ $72

3" smooth Steel 11 lb J2119A3S $355 19.45" body, 21.25" shaft SHA2119AJ $72
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     To diminish instances of shadowing lines due to overlap of reels call for proper application specifics

3" grooved Urethane with 2" wide smooth ends 8.5 lb J2119A3CG.22C $645 front roller for rear mower heads-use with J2016G2C SHA2119AJ $72

2" smooth Urethane 6.5 lb J2016G2C $338 back roller for rear mower heads-use with J2119A3CG.22C SHA2016GJ $72

Jacobsen 18" LIGHT FAIRWAY LF530 & SLF1880 - BACK ROLLER (with 7/16-20 tap)
2" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2" smooth Urethane 6.5 lb J2016G2C $338 16.45" body, 20.5" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2016GJ $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 8.5 lb J2016G2S $289 16.45" body, 20.5" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2016GJ $72

2" smooth Steel light 4.5 lb J2016G2L $289 16.45" body, 20.5" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2016GJ $72

2" smooth Urethane 11 lb J2019S2C $338 19.25" body, 20.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2019SJ $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 11 lb J2019S2S $289 19.25" body, 20.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2019SJ $72

2.5" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2.5" smooth Urethane 11 lb J2019S25C $361 19.45" body, 20.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2019SJ $72

2.5" smooth Steel 11 lb J2019S25S $355 19.25" body, 20.5" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2019SJ $72

Jacobsen 22" LIGHT FAIRWAY- FRONT (Excludes 18" & 26" LF530, SLF1880, LF2500, LF3050, LF3810)  (Sectional rollers with 4 bodies also available)

3" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3" grooved Urethane no flats 9.4 lb J2522A3CG $470 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AJ $72

3" smooth Urethane 12 lb J2522A3C $438 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AJ $72

3" smooth Steel 11.5 lb J2522A3S $355 22.25" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AJ $72

     To diminish instances of shadowing lines due to overlap of reels call for proper application specifics

3" grooved Urethane with 2" wide smooth ends 9.5 lb J2522A3CG.22C $645 front roller for rear mower heads-use with J2419S2C SHA2522AJ $72

2" smooth Urethane 7 lb J2419S2C $338 back roller for rear mower heads-use with J2522A3CG.22C SHA2419SJ $72

Jacobsen 22" LIGHT FAIRWAY- REAR (Excludes 18" & 26" LF530, SLF1880, LF2500, LF3050, LF3810)  (Sectional rollers with 4 bodies also available)

2" dia. SINGLE body rollers w/ 3/8" taps in shaft

2" wide grooved Urethane no flats 6.5 lb J2422S2CG $360 22.45" body, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJ $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane no flats 6.7 lb J2422S2NG $360 22.45" body, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJ $72

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.5 lb J2422S2CGF $360 22.45" body, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJ $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.7 lb J2422S2NGF $360 22.45" body, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJ $72

2" smooth Urethane 8 lb J2422S2C $338 22.25" body, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJ $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 11.5 lb J2422S2S $289 22.25" body, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJ $72

2" smooth Steel light 5.5 lb J2422S2L $289 22.25" body, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJ $72

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.5 lb J2419S2CGF $360 19.45" body, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2419SJ $72

2" smooth Urethane 7 lb J2419S2C $338 19.25" body, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2419SJ $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 10.5 lb J2419S2S $289 19.25" body, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2419SJ $72

2" dia. SINGLE body rollers w/ 7/16" taps in shaft

2" wide grooved Urethane no flats 6.5 lb J2422G2CG $360 22.45" body, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJ $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane no flats 6.7 lb J2422G2NG $360 22.45" body, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJ $72

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.5 lb J2422G2CGF $360 22.45" body, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJ $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.7 lb J2422G2NGF $360 22.45" body, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJ $72

2" smooth Urethane 8 lb J2422G2C $338 22.25" body, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJ $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 11.5 lb J2422G2S $289 22.25" body, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJ $72

2" smooth Steel light 5.5 lb J2422G2L $289 22.25" body, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJ $72

2" dia. FOUR body rollers w/ 3/8" taps in shaft non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb J2422S2CG4 $536 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb J2422S2NG4 $536 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb J2422S2CGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb J2422S2NGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 8.5 lb J2422S2C4 $526 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x5.55" wide bodies) 12 lb J2422S2S4 $536 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJN4 $87

2" dia. FOUR body rollers w/ 7/16" taps in shaft non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb J2422G2CG4 $536 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb J2422G2NG4 $536 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb J2422G2CGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb J2422G2NGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 8.5 lb J2422G2C4 $526 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x5.55" wide bodies) 12 lb J2422G2S4 $536 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Steel light (4x5.55" wide bodies) 7 lb J2422G2L4 $526 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJN4 $72

2.5" dia. SINGLE body rollers w/ 3/8" taps in shaft

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 8.5 lb J2421S25CG $407 21.45" body, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2421SJ $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 8.8 lb J2421S25C $361 21.25" body, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2421SJ $72

2.5" smooth Steel 9.5 lb J2421S25S $323 21.25" body, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2421SJ $72

2.5" dia. SINGLE body rollers w/ 7/16" taps in shaft

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 8.5 lb J2421G25CG $407 21.45" body, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2421GJ $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 8.8 lb J2421G25C $361 21.25" body, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2421GJ $72

2.5" smooth Steel 9.5 lb J2421G25S $323 21.25" body, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2421GJ $72

Jacobsen 26" LIGHT FAIRWAY LF2500 & 3050 - FRONT & BACK ROLLERS (Sectional rollers with 4 bodies also available)
3" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3" grooved Urethane no flats 13 lb J3026X3CG $470 26.45" body, 30.5" shaft-1/2" dia. ends SHA3026XJ $72

3" smooth Urethane 13.5 lb J3026X3C $438 26.45" body, 30.5" shaft-1/2" dia. ends SHA3026XJ $72

3" smooth Steel 13.5 lb J3026X3S $345 26.25" body, 30.5" shaft-1/2" dia. ends SHA3026XJ $72

Jacobsen 30" ST5111, FAIRWAY, GANG, HF5 & HF15 - FRONT & BACK ROLLERS
3" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3" grooved Urethane no flats 12.4 lb J3329A3CG $470 29.45" body, 33" shaft SHA3329AJ $72

3" smooth Urethane 15 lb J3329A3C $438 29.45" body, 33" shaft SHA3329AJ $72

3" smooth Steel 15 lb J3329A3S $345 29.25" body, 33" shaft SHA3329AJ $72
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Jacobsen ROTARY AR-522 & AR-722  26" DECK - FRONT ROLLER
5" grooved Urethane (4" wide body) 10 lb J0404G5CG2 $346 Shaft includes sleeves & bolts for mounting to fork SHA0404GJ $72

5" smooth Urethane (4" wide body) 11 lb J0404G5C $236 Shaft includes sleeves & bolts for mounting to fork SHA0404GJ $72

Jacobsen ROTARY AR-522, AR-722, & AR-5  26" DECK - BACK ROLLER (must confirm shaft configuration on ends)
3" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3" grooved Urethane no flats 12.5 lb J2926R3CG $525 26.45" body, 29.42" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA2926RJ $87

3" smooth Urethane 13.2 lb J2926R3C $470 26.45" body, 29.42" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA2926RJ $87

3" smooth Steel 14 lb J2926R3S $438 26.25" body, 29.42" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA2926RJ $87

3" grooved Urethane no flats 12.5 lb J2926Q3CG $525 26.45" body, 29.42" shaft-1 large milled flat end & 1 round end SHA2926QJ $87

3" smooth Urethane 13.2 lb J2926Q3C $470 26.45" body, 29.42" shaft-1 large milled flat end & 1 round end SHA2926QJ $87

3" smooth Steel 14 lb J2926Q3S $438 26.25" body, 29.42" shaft-1 large milled flat end & 1 round end SHA2926QJ $87

3.5" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3.5" smooth Urethane 18 lb J2926R7C $563 26.45" body, 29.42" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA2926RJ $87

3.5" smooth Urethane 18 lb J2926Q7C $563 26.45" body, 29.42" shaft-1 large milled flat end & 1 round end SHA2926QJ $87

4" dia. SINGLE body rollers

4" smooth Urethane 29 lb J2926R4C $626 26.45" body, 29.42" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA2926RJ $87

4" smooth Steel 27 lb J2926R4S $563 26.25" body, 29.42" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA2926RJ $87

3" dia. TWO body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 3" grooved Urethane (2x5.2" wide bodies) no flats 5.8 lb J2905R3CGt $573 2 short twin bodies, 29.42" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA2905RJNt $94

2 bodies 3" smooth Urethane (2x4" wide bodies) 6.2 lb J2904R3Ct $595 2 short twin bodies, 29.42" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA2905RJNt $94

2 bodies 3" smooth Steel (2x4" wide bodies) 8 lb J2904R3St $525 2 short twin bodies, 29.42" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA2905RJNt $94

2 bodies 3" grooved Urethane (2x5.2" wide bodies) no flats 5.8 lb J2905Q3CGt $573 2 short twin bodies, 29.42" shaft-1 large milled flat end & 1 round end SHA2905QJNt $94

2 bodies 3" smooth Urethane (2x4" wide bodies) 5.8 lb J2904Q3Ct $595 2 short twin bodies, 29.42" shaft-1 large milled flat end & 1 round end SHA2905QJNt $94

2 bodies 3" smooth Steel (2x4" wide bodies) 8 lb J2904Q3St $525 2 short twin bodies, 29.42" shaft-1 large milled flat end & 1 round end SHA2905QJNt $94

3" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 3" grooved Urethane (4x6.5" wide bodies) no flats 12.5 lb J2926R3CG4 $665 4 short bodies, 29.42" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA2926RJN4 $94

4 bodies 3" smooth Urethane (4x6.5" wide bodies) 13.5 lb J2926R3C4 $665 4 short bodies, 29.42" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA2926RJN4 $94

4 bodies 3" grooved Urethane (4x6.5" wide bodies) no flats 12.5 lb J2926Q3CG4 $665 4 short bodies, 29.42" shaft-1 large milled flat end & 1 round end SHA2926QJN4 $94

4 bodies 3" smooth Urethane (4x6.5" wide bodies) 13.5 lb J2926Q3C4 $665 4 short bodies, 29.42" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA2926QJN4 $94

Jacobsen ROTARY AR-5 26" DECK - BACK ROLLER (must confirm shaft configuration on ends)
3" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3" grooved Urethane no flats 13 lb J3026D3CG $525 26.45" body, 30" shaft-specify configuration of shaft ends SHA3026DJ $72

3" smooth Urethane 13.2 lb J3026D3C $470 26.45" body, 30" shaft-specify configuration of shaft ends SHA3026DJ $72

3" smooth Steel 14 lb J3026D3S $438 26.25" body, 30" shaft-specify configuration of shaft ends SHA3026DJ $72

3.5" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3.5" smooth Urethane 17 lb J3026D7C $563 26.45" body, 30" shaft-specify configuration of shaft ends SHA3026DJ $72

4" dia. SINGLE body rollers

4" smooth Urethane 29 lb J2926R4C $626 26.45" body, 29.42" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA2926RJ $87

4" smooth Steel 27 lb J2926R4S $563 26.25" body, 29.42" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA2926RJ $87

3" dia. TWO body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 3" grooved Urethane (2x5.2" wide bodies) no flats 6.3 lb J3005D3CGt $573 2 short twin bodies, 30" shaft-specify configuration of shaft ends SHA3005DJNt $94

2 bodies 3" smooth Urethane (2x4" wide bodies) 6.3 lb J3004D3Ct $595 2 short twin bodies, 30" shaft-specify configuration of shaft ends SHA3004DJNt $94

2 bodies 3" smooth Steel (2x4" wide bodies) 8 lb J3004D3St $525 2 short twin bodies, 30" shaft-specify configuration of shaft ends SHA3004DJNt $94

3" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 3" grooved Urethane (4x5.2" wide bodies) no flats 12.5 lb J3026R3CG4 $665 4 short bodies, 30.5" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA3026RJN4 $94

4 bodies 3" smooth Urethane (4x5.2" wide bodies) 13.5 lb J3026R3C4 $665 4 short bodies, 30.5" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA3026RJN4 $94

Jacobsen ROTARY AR-3 30" DECK - BACK ROLLER (must confirm shaft configuration on ends)
3" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3" grooved Urethane no flats 13.5 lb J3429R3CG $525 29.45" body, 34.25" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA3429RJ $87

3" smooth Urethane 15 lb J3429R3C $470 29.45" body, 34.25" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA3429RJ $87

3" smooth Steel 15 lb J3429R3S $438 29.25" body, 34.25" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA3429RJ $87

3.5" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3.5" smooth Urethane 18 lb J3429R7C $563 29.45" body, 34.25" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA3429RJ $87

4" dia. SINGLE body rollers

4" smooth Urethane 29 lb J3429R4C $626 29.45" body, 34.25" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA3429RJ $87

4" smooth Steel 29 lb J3429R4S $569 29.25" body, 34.25" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA3429RJ $87

3" dia. TWO body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 3" grooved Urethane (2x5.2" wide bodies) no flats 6.5 lb J3405R3CGt $573 2 short twin bodies, 34.25" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA3405RJNt $94

2 bodies 3" smooth Urethane (2x4" wide bodies) 6.5 lb J3404R3Ct $595 2 short twin bodies, 34.25" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA3404RJNt $94

2 bodies 3" smooth Steel (2x4" wide bodies) 8.5 lb J3404R3St $525 2 short twin bodies, 34.25" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA3404RJNt $94

3" dia. FIVE body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

5 bodies 3" grooved Urethane (5x5.2" wide bodies) no flats 13.5 lb J3429R3CG5 $697 5 short bodies, 34.25" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA3429RJN5 $94

5 bodies 3" smooth Urethane (5x5.2" wide bodies) 14 lb J3429R3C5 $754 5 short bodies, 34.25" shaft-large milled flat & pin hole on ends SHA3429RJN5 $94

Jacobsen ROTARY AR-250, AR-2500 DECK - BACK ROLLER
4" smooth Urethane 27 lb J2722X4C $626 22.45" body, 27.25" shaft-1/2" dia. ends SHA2722XJ $87

4" smooth Steel 27 lb J2722X4S $599 22.25" body, 27.25" shaft-1/2" dia. ends SHA2722XJ $87
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for JOHN DEERE mowers
John Deere 18" 180B & 180C & 180SL WALKING GREENSMOWERS - FRONT ROLLER

2" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2" wide grooved Urethane no flats 6.5 lb D2119A2CG $350 19.45" body, 21.25" shaft SHA2119AD $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane no flats 6.7 lb D2119A2NG $350 19.45" body, 21.25" shaft SHA2119AD $72

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.5 lb D2119A2CGF $350 19.45" body, 21.25" shaft SHA2119AD $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.7 lb D2119A2NGF $350 19.45" body, 21.25" shaft SHA2119AD $72

2" smooth Urethane 7.5 lb D2119A2C $328 19.25" body, 21.25" shaft SHA2119AD $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 10.5 lb D2119A2S $279 19.25" body, 21.25" shaft SHA2119AD $72

2" smooth Steel light 4.5 lb D2119A2L $279 19.25" body, 21.25" shaft SHA2119AD $72

2" dia. TWO body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb D2104A2CGt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 21.25" shaft SHA2104ADNt $87

2 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb D2104A2NGt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 21.25" shaft SHA2104ADNt $87

2 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 4 lb D2104A2CGFt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 21.25" shaft SHA2104ADNt $87

2 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 4 lb D2104A2NGFt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 21.25" shaft SHA2104ADNt $87

2 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (2x2" wide bodies) 4 lb D2102A2Ct $421 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 21.25" shaft SHA2102ADNt $87

2 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 4.2 lb D2104A2Ct $421 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 21.25" shaft SHA2104ADNt $87

2" dia. THREE body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

3 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (19.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb D2719A2CG+2C $487 19.45" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft SHA2719ADN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb D2719A2NG+2C $487 19.45" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft SHA2719ADN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb D2719A2C+2C $487 19.25" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft SHA2719ADN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (19.25" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb D2719A2S+2S $487 19.25" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft SHA2719ADN+2 $104

2" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb D2119A2CG4 $536 4 short bodies, 21.25" shaft SHA2119ADN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb D2119A2NG4 $536 4 short bodies, 21.25" shaft SHA2119ADN4 $87

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb D2119A2CGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 21.25" shaft SHA2119ADN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb D2119A2NGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 21.25" shaft SHA2119ADN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) 8 lb D2119A2C4 $536 4 short bodies, 21.25" shaft SHA2119ADN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x4.75" wide bodies) 12 lb D2119A2S4 $536 4 short bodies, 21.25" shaft SHA2119ADN4 $87

2" dia. SIX body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

6 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb D2719A2CG4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft SHA2719ADN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb D2719A2NG4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft SHA2719ADN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 1" flats 12 lb D2719A2CGF4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft SHA2719ADN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 1" flats 12 lb D2719A2NGF4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft SHA2719ADN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb D2719A2C4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft SHA2719ADN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb D2719A2S4+2S $616 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 27.25" shaft SHA2719ADN4+2 $104

John Deere 22" 220 & 220SL WALKING  &  2500, 2400, 2550, 2700, 2750  &  2243 RIDING GREENSMOWERS - FRONT & BACK ROLLERS
2" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2" wide grooved Urethane no flats 6.5 lb D2522C2CG $350 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CD $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane no flats 6.7 lb D2522C2NG $350 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CD $72

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.5 lb D2522C2CGF $350 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CD $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.7 lb D2522C2NGF $350 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CD $72

2" smooth Urethane 7.9 lb D2522C2C $328 22.25" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CD $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 11.5 lb D2522C2S $279 22.25" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CD $72

2" smooth Steel light 5.5 lb D2522C2L $279 22.25" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CD $72

2" dia. TWO body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb D2504C2CGt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.5" shaft SHA2504CDNt $87

2 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb D2504C2NGt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.5" shaft SHA2504CDNt $87

2 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 4 lb D2504C2CGFt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.5" shaft SHA2504CDNt $87

2 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 4 lb D2504C2NGFt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.5" shaft SHA2504CDNt $87

2 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 4.2 lb D2504C2Ct $421 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.5" shaft SHA2504CDNt $87

2 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (2x2" wide bodies) 3.7 lb D2502C2Ct $421 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.5" shaft SHA2502CDNt $87

2" dia. THREE body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

3 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb D3122C2CG+2C $487 22.45" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.5" shaft SHA3122CDN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb D3122C2NG+2C $487 22.45" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.5" shaft SHA3122CDN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb D3122C2C+2C $487 22.25" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.5" shaft SHA3122CDN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (22.25" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb D3122C2S+2S $487 22.25" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.5" shaft SHA3122CDN+2 $104

2" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb D2522C2CG4 $536 4 short bodies, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CDN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb D2522C2NG4 $526 4 short bodies, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CDN4 $87

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb D2522C2CGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CDN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb D2522C2NGF4 $526 4 short bodies, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CDN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 8 lb D2522C2C4 $526 4 short bodies, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CDN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth steel heavy (4x5.55" wide bodies) 12 lb D2522C2S4 $526 4 short bodies, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CDN4 $87

2" dia. SIX body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

6 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb D3122C2CG4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.5" shaft SHA3122CDN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb D3122C2NG4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.5" shaft SHA3122CDN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 1" flats 12 lb D3122C2CGF4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.5" shaft SHA3122CDN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 1" flats 12 lb D3122C2NGF4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.5" shaft SHA3122CDN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb D3122C2C4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.5" shaft SHA3122CDN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb D3122C2C4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.5" shaft SHA3122CDN4+2 $104

4 bodies 2.5" smooth Steel (4x5.55" wide bodies) 13 lb D2522C25S4 $520 4 independent roller bodies @22.3" oal, shaft SHA2522CDN4 $72

2.5" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2.5" wide grooved (1" spacing) Urethane no flats 8.5 lb D2522C25CG $407 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CD $72

2.5" narrow grooved (1/2" spacing) Urethane no flats 9 lb D2522C25NG $407 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522CD $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 9.5 lb D2522C25C $361 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CD $72

2.5" smooth Steel 9.2 lb D2522C25S $313 22.25" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CD $72
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2.5" dia. TWO body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 2.5" grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb D2504C25CGt $474 2 short twin independent roller bodies, 25.5" shaft SHA2504CDNt $87

2 bodies 2.5" smooth Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 4.2 lb D2504C25Ct $474 2 short twin independent roller bodies, 25.5" shaft SHA2504CDNt $87

2.5" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2.5" grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 10.5 lb D2522C25CG4 $612 4 short bodies, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CDN4 $87

4 bodies 2.5" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 10 lb D2522C25C4 $612 4 short bodies, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CDN4 $87

2.5" dia. SIX body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

6 bodies 2.5" grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 14 lb D3122C25CG4+2C $656 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.5" shaft SHA3122CDN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2.5" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 14 lb D3122C25C4+2C $665 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.5" shaft SHA3122CDN4+2 $104

John Deere 260SL WALKING GREENSMOWERS - FRONT ROLLER

4 bodies 2.5" smooth Steel (4x6.5" wide bodies) 13 lb D2926A25S4 $520 4 independent roller bodies, 29.75" shaft SHA2926CDN4 $72

2" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2" wide grooved Urethane no flats 7.8 lb D2926A2CG $350 26.45" body, 29.75" shaft SHA2926AD $72

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 8 lb D2926A2CGF $360 26.45" body, 29.75" shaft SHA2926AD $72

2" smooth Urethane 9.5 lb D2926A2C $338 26.25" body, 29.75" shaft SHA2926AD $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 12.5 lb D2926A2S $299 26.25" body, 29.75" shaft SHA2926AD $72

2" smooth Steel light 7 lb D2926A2L $299 26.25" body, 29.75" shaft SHA2926AD $72

2.5" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 9.5 lb D2926A25CG $423 26.45" body, 29.75" shaft SHA2926AD $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 11 lb D2926A25C $374 26.45" body, 29.75" shaft SHA2926AD $72

2.5" smooth Steel 11 lb D2926A25S $355 26.45" body, 29.75" shaft SHA2926AD $72

2.5" dia. TWO body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 2.5" smooth Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 7 lb D2904A25Ct $474 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 29.75" shaft SHA2904ADNt $87

2.5" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2.5" grooved Urethane (4x6.5" wide bodies) no flats 10 lb D2926A25CG4 $622 4 short bodies, 29.75" shaft SHA2926ADN4 $87

4 bodies 2.5" smooth Urethane (4x6.5" wide bodies) 13 lb D2926A25C4 $612 4 short bodies, 29.75" shaft SHA2926ADN4 $87

2.5" dia. SIX body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

6 bodies 2.5" grooved Urethane (4x6.5" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 10 lb D3526A25CG4+2C $666 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 29.75" shaft SHA3526ADN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2.5" smooth Urethane (4x6.5" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb D3526A25C4+2C $686 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 29.75" shaft SHA3526ADN4+2 $104

John Deere 22" 3215  &  3225 LIGHT FAIRWAY MOWERS - FRONT & BACK ROLLERS (Sectional rollers with 4 bodies also available)

Combination roller assemblies to diminish effect of reel overlap shadowing are available-please call

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.7 lb D2522C2CGF $350 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CD $72

2" smooth Urethane 7.9 lb D2522C2C $328 22.25" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CD $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 11.5 lb D2522C2S $279 22.25" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CD $72

2" smooth Steel light 5.5 lb D2522C2L $279 22.25" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CD $72

John Deere 22" 3235 LIGHT FAIRWAY MOWER - FRONT & BACK ROLLERS (2 styles) (Sectional rollers with 4 bodies also available)

   Rollers for QA-5 reels (with 1 flat on one end of the shaft): $72

3" grooved Urethane no flats 9.5 lb D2522C3CG $470 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft-1 flat SHA2522CD $72

3" smooth Urethane 12 lb D2522C3C $438 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft-1 flat SHA2522CD $72

3" smooth Steel 11.5 lb D2522C3S $345 22.25" body, 25.5" shaft-1 flat SHA2522CD $72

     To diminish instances of shadowing lines due to overlap of reels call for proper application specifics

3" grooved Urethane with 2.2" wide smooth ends 9.5 lb D2522C3CG.22C $545 front roller for rear mower heads-use with D2519C3C SHA2522CD $72

3" smooth Urethane 11 lb D2519C3C $438 back roller for rear mower heads-use with D2522C3CG.22C SHA2519CD $72

   Rollers with 2 flats on 1 end of the shaft: $72

3" grooved Urethane no flats 9.5 lb D2522F3CG $470 22.45" body, 1404" shaft-2 flats on 1 end SHA2522FD $72

3" smooth Urethane 11 lb D2522F3C $438 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft-2 flats on 1 end SHA2522FD $72

3" smooth Steel 12 lb D2522F3S $369 2 flats on 1 end of shaft SHA2522FD $72

     To diminish instances of shadowing lines due to overlap of reels call for proper application specifics

3" grooved Urethane with 2.2" wide smooth ends 9.5 lb D2522F3CG.22C $545 front roller for rear mower heads-use with D2519F3C SHA2522FD $72

3" smooth Urethane 11 lb D2519F3C $438 back roller for rear mower heads-use with D2522F3CG.22C SHA2519FD $72

John Deere 22" 7500/ 8500 & 6700/7700/ 8700 PRECISION CUT & E-CUT FAIRWAY (QA5 & QA7 reels) (Sectional rollers with 4 bodies also available)

   Rollers for QA-5 reels (with 1 flat on 1 end of the shaft):

2" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2" wide grooved Urethane no flats 6.5 lb D2522C2CG $350 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft-1 flat SHA2522CD $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane no flats 6.7 lb D2522C2NG $350 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft-1 flat SHA2522CD $72

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.5 lb D2522C2CGF $350 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft-1 flat SHA2522CD $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.7 lb D2522C2NGF $350 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft-1 flat SHA2522CD $72

2" smooth Urethane 7.9 lb D2522C2C $328 22.25" body, 25.5" shaft-1 flat SHA2522CD $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 11.5 lb D2522C2S $279 22.25" body, 25.5" shaft-1 flat SHA2522CD $72

2" smooth Steel light 5.5 lb D2522C2L $279 22.25" body, 25.5" shaft-1 flat SHA2522CD $72

2" dia. THREE body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

3 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb D3122C2CG+2C $487 22.45" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.5" shaft SHA3122CDN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb D3122C2NG+2C $487 22.45" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.5" shaft SHA3122CDN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb D3122C2C+2C $487 22.25" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.5" shaft SHA3122CDN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (22.25" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb D3122C2S+2S $487 22.25" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.5" shaft SHA3122CDN+2 $104

2" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb D2522C2CG4 $536 4 short bodies, 25.5" shaft-1 flat SHA2522CDN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb D2522C2NG4 $526 4 short bodies, 25.5" shaft-1 flat SHA2522CDN4 $87

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb D2522C2CGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 25.5" shaft-1 flat SHA2522CDN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb D2522C2NGF4 $526 4 short bodies, 25.5" shaft-1 flat SHA2522CDN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 8 lb D2522C2C4 $526 4 short bodies, 25.5" shaft-1 flat SHA2522CDN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth steel heavy (4x5.55" wide bodies) 12 lb D2522C2S4 $526 4 short bodies, 25.5" shaft-1 flat SHA2522CDN4 $87

2.5" dia. SINGLE body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2.5" wide grooved (1" spacing) Urethane no flats 8.5 lb D2522C25CG $407 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft-1 flat SHA2522CD $72

2.5" narrow grooved (1/2" spacing) Urethane no flats 8.5 lb D2522C25NG $407 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft-1 flat SHA2522CD $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 9.5 lb D2522C25C $361 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft-1 flat SHA2522CD $72

2.5" smooth Steel 9.2 lb D2522C25S $313 22.25" body, 25.5" shaft-1 flat SHA2522CD $72

     To diminish instances of shadowing lines due to overlap of reels call for proper application specifics

2.5" grooved Urethane with 2.2" wide smooth ends 8.5 lb D2522C25CG.22C $545 front roller for rear mower heads-use with D2519C25C SHA2522CD $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 9.5 lb D2519C25C $374 back roller for rear mower heads-use with D2522C25CG.22C SHA2519CD $72
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3" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3" grooved Urethane no flats 9.5 lb D2522C3CG $470 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft-1 flat SHA2522CD $72

3" smooth Urethane 12 lb D2522C3C $438 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft-1 flat SHA2522CD $72

3" smooth Steel 11.5 lb D2522C3S $345 22.25" body, 25.5" shaft-1 flat SHA2522CD $72

     To diminish instances of shadowing lines due to overlap of reels call for proper application specifics

3" grooved Urethane with 2.2" wide smooth ends 9.5 lb D2522C3CG.22C $545 front roller for rear mower heads-use with D2519C3C SHA2522CD $72

3" smooth Urethane 11 lb D2519C3C $438 back roller for rear mower heads-use with D2522C3CG.22C SHA2519CD $72

   Rollers for QA-7 reels (with 2 flats on 1 end of the shaft):

2" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2" wide grooved Urethane no flats 6.5 lb D2522F2CG $360 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft-2 flats SHA2522FD $78

2" narrow grooved Urethane no flats 6.7 lb D2522F2NG $360 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft-2 flats SHA2522FD $78

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.5 lb D2522F2CGF $360 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft-2 flats SHA2522FD $78

2" narrow grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.7 lb D2522F2NGF $360 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft-2 flats SHA2522FD $78

2" smooth Urethane 7.9 lb D2522F2C $354 22.25" body, 25.5" shaft-2 flats SHA2522FD $78

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 11.5 lb D2522F2S $289 22.25" body, 25.5" shaft-2 flats SHA2522FD $78

2" dia. THREE body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

3 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb D3122F2CG+2C $487 22.45" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.5" shaft w/ 2 flats SHA3122FDN+2 $108

3 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb D3122F2NG+2C $487 22.45" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.5" shaft w/ 2 flats SHA3122FDN+2 $108

3 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb D3122F2C+2C $487 22.25" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.5" shaft w/ 2 flats SHA3122FDN+2 $108

3 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (22.25" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb D3122F2S+2S $487 22.25" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.5" shaft w/ 2 flats SHA3122FDN+2 $108

2" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb D2522F2CG4 $536 4 short bodies, 25.5" shaft-2 flats SHA2522FDN4 $94

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb D2522F2NG4 $536 4 short bodies, 25.5" shaft-2 flats SHA2522FDN4 $94

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb D2522F2CGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 25.5" shaft w/ 2 flats SHA2522FDN4 $94

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb D2522F2NGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 25.5" shaft w/ 2 flats SHA2522FDN4 $94

4 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 8 lb D2522F2C4 $526 4 short bodies, 25.5" shaft w/ 2 flats SHA2522FDN4 $94

4 bodies 2" smooth steel heavy (4x5.55" wide bodies) 12 lb D2522F2S4 $536 4 short bodies, 25.5" shaft w/ 2 flats SHA2522FDN4 $94

2.5" dia. SINGLE body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2.5" wide grooved (1" spacing) Urethane no flats 8.5 lb D2522F25CG $407 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft w/ 2 flats SHA2522FD $78

2.5" narrow grooved (1/2" spacing) Urethane no flats 8.5 lb D2522F25NG $407 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft-1 flat SHA2522FD $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 9.5 lb D2522F25C $374 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft w/ 2 flats SHA2522FD $78

2.5" smooth Steel 9.2 lb D2522F25S $323 22.25" body, 25.5" shaft w/ 2 flats SHA2522FD $78

     To diminish instances of shadowing lines due to overlap of reels call for proper application specifics

2.5" grooved Urethane with 2.2" wide smooth ends 8.5 lb D2522F25CG.22C $555 front roller for rear mower heads-use with D2519F25C SHA2522FD $78

2.5" smooth Urethane 9.5 lb D2519F25C $374 back roller for rear mower heads-use with D2522F25CG.22C SHA2519FD $78

3" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3" grooved Urethane no flats 9.5 lb D2522F3CG $470 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft w/ 2 flats SHA2522FD $78

3" smooth Urethane 12 lb D2522F3C $438 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft w/ 2 flats SHA2522FD $78

3" smooth Steel 11.5 lb D2522F3S $355 22.25" body, 25.5" shaft w/ 2 flats SHA2522FD $78

     To diminish instances of shadowing lines due to overlap of reels call for proper application specifics

3" grooved Urethane with 2.2" wide smooth ends 9.5 lb D2522F3CG.22C $555 front roller for rear mower heads-use with D2519F3C SHA2522FD $78

3" smooth Urethane 11 lb D2519F3C $438 back roller for rear mower heads-use with D2522F3CG.22C SHA2519FD $78

John Deere 18" 8000A & 6080A PRECISION CUT & E-CUT FAIRWAY - FRONT & BACK ROLLERS

2" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2" smooth Urethane 7.5 lb D2218A2C $338 18.0" body, 22" shaft SHA2218AD $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 10.5 lb D2218A2S $279 18.0" body, 22" shaft SHA2218AD $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 9 lb D2216A2S $279 16.0" body, 22" shaft SHA2218AD $72

2.5" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 6.7 lb D2218A25CG $489 18.2" body, 22" shaft SHA2218AD $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 7.5 lb D2218A25C $407 18.2" body, 22" shaft SHA2218AD $72

2.5" smooth Steel 9.2 lb D2218A25S $407 18.0" body, 22" shaft SHA2218AD $72

3" dia. SINGLE body rollers

new 3" grooved Urethane no flats 6.6 lb D2218C3CG $569 18.45" body, 22" shaft SHA2218CD $72

3" smooth Urethane 7.5 lb D2218CA3C $523 18.45" body, 22" shaft SHA2218CD $72

3" smooth Steel 9.2 lb D2218C3S $459 18.25" body, 22" shaft SHA2218CD $72

     To diminish instances of shadowing lines due to overlap of reels call for proper application specifics

2.5" grooved Urethane with 2.2" wide smooth ends 6.8 lb D2218A25CG.22C $555 front roller for rear mower heads-use with D2215A25C SHA2218ADN3 $87

2.5" smooth Urethane 7 lb D2215A25C $407 back roller for rear mower heads-use with D2218A25CG.22C SHA2215AD $72

3" grooved Urethane with 2.2" wide smooth ends 6.8 lb D2218A3CG.22C $555 front roller for rear mower heads-use with D2215A3C SHA2218AD $72

3" smooth Urethane 7 lb D2215A3C $523 back roller for rear mower heads-use with D2218A3CG.22C SHA2215AD $72

John Deere 26" 8900A,  7200,  2653 +A/B  FAIRWAY - FRONT & BACK ROLLERS (QA-7 reels) (2.5" diameter also available)

3" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3" grooved Urethane no flats 11.1 lb D2926F3CG $470 26.45" body, 29.75" shaft-2 flats on 1 end SHA2926FD $78

3" smooth Urethane 13.5 lb D2926F3C $479 26.45" body, 29.75" shaft-2 flats on 1 end SHA2926FD $78

3" smooth Steel 13.5 lb D2926F3S $427 26.25" body, 29.75" shaft-2 flats on 1 end SHA2926FD $78

3" dia. TWO body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 3" smooth Urethane (2x4" wide bodies) 6 lb D2904F3Ct $527 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 29.75" shaft-2 flats on 1 end SHA2904FDNt $94

2 bodies 3" smooth Urethane (2x5.2" wide bodies) 6.5 lb D2905F3Ct $565 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 29.75" shaft-2 flats on 1 end SHA2904FDNt $94

3" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 3" grooved Urethane (4x6.5" wide bodies) no flats 12.5 lb D2926F3CG4 $665 4 short bodies, 29.75" shaft-2 flats on 1 end SHA2926FDN4 $94

4 bodies 3" smooth Urethane (4x6.5" wide bodies) 13.5 lb D2926F3C4 $665 4 short bodies, 29.75" shaft-2 flats on 1 end SHA2926FDN4 $94

John Deere 30" 8900A,  7200,  2653 +A/B  FAIRWAY - FRONT & BACK ROLLERS (QA-7 reels) (2.5" diameter also available)

3" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3" grooved Urethane no flats 11.1 lb D3329F3CG $470 29.45" body, 33.5" shaft-2 flats on 1 end SHA3329FD $78

3" smooth Urethane 13.5 lb D3329F3C $479 29.45" body, 33.5" shaft-2 flats on 1 end SHA3329FD $78

3" smooth Steel 13.5 lb D3329F3S $427 29.25" body, 33.5" shaft-2 flats on 1 end SHA3329FD $78

3" dia. FIVE body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

5 bodies 3" grooved Urethane (5x5.2" wide bodies) no flats 13.5 lb D3329F3CG5 $697 5 short bodies, 33.5" shaft-2 flats on 1 end SHA3329FDN5 $108

5 bodies 3" smooth Urethane (5x5.2" wide bodies) 14 lb D3329F3C5 $754 5 short bodies, 33.5" shaft-2 flats on 1 end SHA3329FDN5 $108
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John Deere 30" 1900, 1905, 3325 FAIRWAY & 3365 TURF PRO & 365 PTO GANG (2 styles) call to confirm roller options

3" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3" grooved Urethane no flats 13.5 lb D3229F3CG $470 29.45" body, 32" shaft-2 flats on 1 end SHA3229FD $78

3" smooth Urethane 15 lb D3229F3C $438 29.45" body, 32" shaft-2 flats on 1 end SHA3229FD $78

3" smooth Steel 15 lb D3229F3S $345 29.25" body, 32" shaft-2 flats on 1 end SHA3229FD $78

3" grooved Urethane no flats 13.5 lb D3229A3CG $470 29.45" body, 32" shaft-1 flat on 1 end SHA3229AD $72

3" smooth Urethane 15 lb D3229A3C $438 29.45" body, 32" shaft-1 flat on 1 end SHA3229AD $72

3" smooth Steel 15 lb D3229A3S $345 29.25" body, 32" shaft-1 flat on 1 end SHA3229AD $72

3" dia. FIVE body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

5 bodies 3" grooved Urethane (5x5.2" wide bodies) no flats 13.5 lb D3229F3CG5 $697 5 short bodies, 32" shaft-2 flats on 1 end SHA3229FDN5 $108

5 bodies 3" smooth Urethane (5x5.2" wide bodies) 14 lb D3229F3C5 $754 5 short bodies, 32" shaft-2 flats on 1 end SHA3229FDN5 $108

John Deere 30" FAIRWAY (305, 303, 756  &  856) - ALL ROLLERS  (Choose from 2 styles) call to confirm roller options

3" grooved Urethane no flats 13.5 lb D3229X3CG $470 29.45" body, 32.25" shaft-.5" dia. ends SHA3229XD $78

3" smooth Urethane 15 lb D3229X3C $438 29.45" body, 32.25" shaft-.5" dia. ends SHA3229XD $78

3" smooth Steel 15 lb D3229X3S $345 29.25" body, 32.25" shaft-.5" dia. ends SHA3229XD $78

3" grooved Urethane no flats 13.5 lb D3029W3CG $470 29.45" body, 30" shaft-5/8" dia. ends & 7/16" taps SHA3029WD $78

3" smooth Urethane 15 lb D3029W3C $438 29.45" body, 30" shaft-5/8" dia. ends & 7/16" taps SHA3029WD $78

3" smooth Steel 15 lb D3029W3S $345 29.25" body, 30" shaft-5/8" dia. ends & 7/16" taps SHA3029WD $78

John Deere ROTARY 22" 2653 WITH NUNS DECK - BACK ROLLER

3" smooth Urethane 11 lb D2522C3C $438 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CD $72

3" smooth Steel 12 lb D2522C3S $345 22.25" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CD $72

3.5" smooth Urethane 13.5 lb D2522C7C $532 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CD $72

John Deere ROTARY 30" 2653 WITH NUNS DECK - BACK ROLLER

3" smooth Urethane 15 lb D3229N3C $438 22.45" body, 32" shaft SHA3229ND $72

3" smooth Steel 15 lb D3229N3S $369 22.25" body, 32" shaft SHA3229ND $72

3.5" smooth Urethane 18 lb D3229N7C $532 22.45" body, 32" shaft SHA3229ND $72

John Deere ROTARY DECK 8800 & 3245C - FRONT ROLLER (With two independent rolling 4" wide roller bodies)

2 bodies 5" grooved Urethane (2x5.2" wide bodies) no flats 8 lb D2305A5CGt $568 2 short twin bodies at ends of 23" shaft-3 grooves per body SHA2305ADNt $84

2 bodies 5" smooth Urethane (2x4" wide bodies) 9.3 lb D2304A5Ct $470 2 short twin bodies at ends of 23" shaft SHA2304ADNt $84

John Deere ROTARY DECK 8800 & 3245C & 1565 - BACK ROLLER (choose from multiple styles to match your needs)

3" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3" grooved Urethane no flats 9.5 lb D2319B3CG $470 19.45" body, 23" shaft SHA2319BD $72

3" smooth Urethane 11 lb D2319B3C $438 19.45" body, 23" shaft SHA2319BD $72

3" smooth Steel 12 lb D2319B3S $345 19.25" body, 23" shaft SHA2319BD $72

3" smooth Urethane 11.5 lb D2419B3C $438 19.45" body, 24" shaft SHA2419BD $72

3" smooth Steel 11 lb D2419B3S $345 19.25" body, 24" shaft SHA2419BD $72

3" smooth Urethane 12 lb D2522T3C $438 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522TD $72

3" smooth Steel 11.5 lb D2522T3S $355 22.25" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522TD $72

3" grooved Urethane no flats 9.5 lb D2622A3CG $470 22.45" body, 26.75" shaft SHA2622AD $72

3" smooth Urethane 12 lb D2622A3C $438 22.45" body, 26.75" shaft SHA2622AD $72

3" smooth Steel 11.5 lb D2622A3S $355 22.25" body, 26.75" shaft SHA2622AD $72

3" dia. TWO body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 3" grooved Urethane (2x5.2" wide bodies) no flats 8 lb D2305B3CGt $563 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 23" shaft SHA2305BDNt $87

2 bodies 3" smooth Urethane (2x4" wide bodies) 8 lb D2304B3Ct $517 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 23" shaft SHA2304BDNt $87

2 bodies 3" smooth Steel (2x4" wide bodies) 10 lb D2304B3St $470 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 23" shaft SHA2304BDNt $87

3" dia. THREE body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

3 bodies 3" grooved Urethane (3x5.2" wide bodies) no flats 11 lb D2319B3CG3 $635 3 short bodies, 23" shaft SHA2319BDN3 $104

3 bodies 3" smooth Urethane (3x5.2" wide bodies) 11 lb D2319B3C3 $665 3 short bodies, 23" shaft SHA2319BDN3 $104

3.5" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3.5" smooth Urethane 13.5 lb D2319B7C $532 19.45" body, 23" shaft SHA2319BD $72

3.5" smooth Urethane 13.5 lb D2419B7C $532 19.45" body, 24" shaft SHA2419BD $72

3.5" smooth Urethane 13.5 lb D2522T7C $532 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522TD $72

3.5" smooth Urethane 13.5 lb D2622A7C $532 22.45" body, 26.75" shaft SHA2622AD $72

4" dia. SINGLE body rollers

4" smooth Steel 20 lb D2319B4S $484 19.25" body, 23" shaft SHA2319BD $72

4" smooth Steel 20 lb D2419B4S $484 19.25" body, 24" shaft SHA2419BD $72

4" smooth Steel 20 lb D2522T4S $484 22.25" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522TD $72

4" smooth Steel 20 lb D2622A4S $532 22.25" body, 26.75" shaft SHA2622AD $72

John Deere ROTARY DECK 9009A & 7400A (2016 & newer) 27" cut - FRONT ROLLER (With two independent rolling 5.2" wide roller bodies)

2 bodies 5" grooved Urethane (2x5.2" wide bodies) 12 lb D2905C5CGt $568 2 short twin bodies at ends of 29" shaft-3 grooves per body SHA2905CDNt $84

2 bodies 5" smooth Urethane (2x5.2" wide bodies) 13 lb D2905C5Ct $548 2 short twin bodies at ends of 29" shaft SHA2905CDNt $84

John Deere ROTARY DECK 9009A & 7400A (2016 & newer) 27" cut - BACK ROLLER

3" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3" grooved Urethane no flats 11 lb D2926C3CG $470 26.45" body, 29" shaft SHA2926CD $72

3" smooth Urethane 12.5 lb D2926C3C $438 26.45" body, 29" shaft SHA2926CD $72

3" smooth Steel 12.5 lb D2926C3S $369 26.25" body, 29" shaft SHA2926CD $72

3" smooth Urethane 12.5 lb D2919C3C $454 19.45" body, 29" shaft SHA2919CD $72

3" dia. TWO body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 3" grooved Urethane (2x5.2" wide bodies) no flats 10 lb D2905C3CGt $563 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 29" shaft SHA2905CDNt $87

2 bodies 3" smooth Urethane (2x4" wide bodies) 10 lb D2904C3Ct $507 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 29" shaft SHA2904CDNt $87

2 bodies 3" smooth Steel (2x4" wide bodies) 11 lb D2904C3St $470 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 29" shaft SHA2904CDNt $87

3" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 3" grooved Urethane (4x5.2" wide bodies) no flats 12 lb D2926C3CG4 $665 4 short bodies, 29" shaft SHA2926CDN4 $87

4 bodies 3" smooth Urethane (4x5.2" wide bodies) 12 lb D2926C3C4 $665 4 short bodies, 29" shaft SHA2926CDN4 $87

John Deere ROTARY 7400 (pre-2016) DECK 27" cut - FRONT CASTER

5" grooved Urethane (4" wide body) 5 lb D0404G5CG2 $331 Shaft includes sleeves & bolts for mounting to fork SHA0404GD $72

5" smooth Urethane (4" wide body) 5 lb D0404G5C $236 Shaft includes sleeves & bolts for mounting to fork SHA0404GD $72

John Deere ROTARY 7400 (pre-2016) DECK 27" cut - BACK ROLLER 

3" smooth Urethane 12.5 lb D2925A3C $438 25.45" body, 29.25" shaft SHA2925AD $72

3" smooth Steel 12.5 lb D2925A3S $369 25.25" body, 29.25" shaft SHA2925AD $72
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for TORO mowers
Toro 22" GREENSMOWERS - FRONT ROLLER:  series 1000, 3, 300, 3000, 3050, 3100, 3150 (with 3/8" tap in shaft ends for ball stud)

(Except TriFlex series without ball stud for basket yoke as follows: 3200, 3250, 3300, 3320, 3400, 3420 & FLEX 21)

2" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2" wide grooved Urethane no flats 6.5 lb T2522S2CG $360 22.45" body, 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2522ST $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane no flats 6.7 lb T2522S2NG $360 22.45" body, 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2522ST $72

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.5 lb T2522S2CGF $360 22.45" body, 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2522ST $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.7 lb T2522S2NGF $360 22.45" body, 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2522ST $72

2" smooth Urethane 8 lb T2522S2C $338 22.25" body, 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2522ST $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 11.5 lb T2522S2S $289 22.25" body, 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2522ST $72

2" smooth Steel light 5.5 lb T2522S2L $289 22.25" body, 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2522ST $72

2" dia. TWO body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb T2504S2CGt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2504STNt $87

2 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb T2504S2NGt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2504STNt $87

2 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 4 lb T2504S2CGFt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2504STNt $87

2 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 4 lb T2504S2NGFt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2504STNt $87

2 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (2x2" wide bodies) 4.2 lb T2502S2Ct $431 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2502STNt $87

2 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 4 lb T2504S2Ct $431 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2504STNt $87

2" dia. THREE body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

3 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb T3122S2CG+2C $487 22.45" center body +2 short outer bodies, 31.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA3122STN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb T3122S2NG+2C $487 22.45" center body +2 short outer bodies, 31.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA3122STN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb T3122S2C+2C $487 22.25" center body +2 short outer bodies, 31.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA3122STN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (22.25" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb T3122S2S+2S $487 22.25" center body +2 short outer bodies, 31.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA3122STN+2 $104

2" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb T2522S2CG4 $536 4 short bodies, 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2522STN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb T2522S2NG4 $526 4 short bodies, 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2522STN4 $87

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb T2522S2CGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2522STN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb T2522S2NGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2522STN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 8.5 lb T2522S2C4 $526 4 short bodies, 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2522STN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x5.55" wide bodies) 12 lb T2522S2S4 $536 4 short bodies, 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2522STN4 $87

2" dia. SIX body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

6 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb T3122S2CG4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.75" shaft SHA3122STN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb T3122S2NG4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.75" shaft SHA3122STN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 1" flats 13 lb T3122S2CGF4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.75" shaft SHA3122STN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 1" flats 13 lb T3122S2NGF4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.75" shaft SHA3122STN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb T3122S2C4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.75" shaft SHA3122STN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb T3122S2S4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.75" shaft SHA3122STN4+2 $104

2.5" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2.5" wide grooved (1" spacing) Urethane no flats 9 lb T2522S25CG $407 22.45" body, 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2522ST $72

2.5" narrow grooved (1" spacing) Urethane no flats 9 lb T2522S25NG $407 22.45" body, 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2522ST $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 9.5 lb T2522S25C $361 22.45" body, 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2522ST $72

2.5" smooth Steel 10 lb T2522S25S $323 22.25" body, 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2522ST $72

2.5" dia. TWO body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 2.5" grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb T2504S25CGt $474 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2504STNt $87

2 bodies 2.5" smooth Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 4.2 lb T2504S25Ct $474 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2504STNt $87

2.5" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2.5" grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 10 lb T2522S25CG4 $612 4 short bodies, 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2522STN4 $87

4 bodies 2.5" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 13 lb T2522S25C4 $612 4 short bodies, 25.75" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2522STN4 $87

4 bodies 2.5" smooth Steel (4x5.55" wide bodies) 13 lb T2522S25S4 $520 4 independent roller bodies @22.3" oal, shaft SHA2522STN4 $72

2.5" dia. SIX body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

6 bodies 2.5" grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 14 lb D3122C25CG4+2C $656 4 center bodies +2 short outer bodies, 31.75" shaft-38" taps SHA3122STN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2.5" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 14 lb D3122C25C4+2C $665 4 center bodies +2 short outer bodies, 31.75" shaft-38" taps SHA3122STN4+2 $104

Toro 22" GREENSMOWERS - BACK ROLLER:  series 3, 300, 3000, 3050, 3100, 3150 

(Except TriFlex series as follows: 3200, 3250, 3300, 3320, 3400, 3420 & FLEX 21)

2" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2" wide grooved Urethane no flats 6.5 lb T2522A2CG $350 22.45" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane no flats 6.7 lb T2522A2NG $350 22.45" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.5 lb T2522A2CGF $350 22.45" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.7 lb T2522A2NGF $350 22.45" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2" smooth Urethane 8 lb T2522A2C $328 22.25" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 11.5 lb T2522A2S $279 22.25" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2" smooth Steel light 5.5 lb T2522A2L $279 22.25" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2" dia. TWO body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb T2504A2CGt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.875" shaft SHA2522ATNt $87

2 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb T2504A2NGt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.875" shaft SHA2522ATNt $87

2 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 4 lb T2504A2CGFt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.875" shaft SHA2522ATNt $87

2 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 4 lb T2504A2NGFt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.875" shaft SHA2522ATNt $87

2 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (2x2" wide bodies) 4 lb T2502A2Ct $421 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.875" shaft SHA2522ATNt $87

2 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 4.2 lb T2504A2Ct $421 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.875" shaft SHA2522ATNt $87

2" dia. THREE body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

3 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb T3122A2CG+2C $487 22.45" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.875" shaft SHA3122ATN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb T3122A2NG+2C $487 22.45" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.875" shaft SHA3122ATN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb T3122A2C+2C $487 22.25" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.875" shaft SHA3122ATN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (22.25" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb T3122A2S+2S $487 22.25" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.875" shaft SHA3122ATN+2 $104
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2" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb T2522A2CG4 $536 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2522ATN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb T2522A2NG4 $526 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2522ATN4 $87

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb T2522A2CGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2522ATN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb T2522A2NGF4 $526 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2522ATN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 8.5 lb T2522A2C4 $526 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2522ATN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x5.55" wide bodies) 12 lb T2522A2S4 $526 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2522ATN4 $87

2" dia. SIX body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

6 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb T3122A2CG4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA3122ATN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb T3122A2NG4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA3122ATN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 1" flats 13 lb T3122A2CGF4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA3122ATN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 1" flats 13 lb T3122A2NGF4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA3122ATN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb T3122A2C4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA3122ATN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb T3122A2S4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 30.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA3122ATN4+2 $104

2.5" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2.5" wide grooved (1" spacing) Urethane no flats 9 lb T2522A25CG $407 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2.5" narrow grooved (1" spacing) Urethane no flats 9 lb T2522A25NG $407 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 9.5 lb T2522A25C $361 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2.5" smooth Steel 10 lb T2522A25S $313 22.25" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2.5" dia. Four body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2.5" grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 10 lb T2522A25CG4 $612 4 short bodies, 25.875" shaft SHA2522ATN4 $87

4 bodies 2.5" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 13 lb T2522A25C4 $612 4 short bodies, 25.875" shaft SHA2522ATN4 $87

4 bodies 2.5" smooth Steel (4x5.55" wide bodies) 13 lb T2522A25S4 $520 4 short bodies, 25.875" shaft SHA2522ATN4 $87

Toro 22" GREENSMOWERS - BASKET (Yoke) ROLLERS:  series 3, 300, 3000, 3050, 3100, 3150 (fully assembled with body + shaft + bearings + seals)

(Except TriFlex series as follows: 3200, 3250, 3300, 3320, 3400, 3420 & FLEX 21)

3" grooved Urethane no flats 9 lb T2520H3CG $470 20.45" body, 25.063" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2520HT $86

3" smooth Urethane 10.5 lb T2520H3C $438 20.45" body, 25.063" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2520HT $86

3" smooth Steel 11 lb T2520H3S $345 20.45" body, 25.063" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2520HT $86

3.5" smooth Urethane 12.5 lb T2520H7C $480 20.45" body, 25.063" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2520HT $86

2 bodies 3" smooth Urethane (2x4" wide bodies) 6.3 lb T2504H3CT $517 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.063" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2520HTNt $86

Toro 21/22" FLEX & TRIFLEX models 21, 2100, 2120, 1021 & e1021 + 3200, 3250, 3300, 3320, 3370, 3400, 3420 - FRONT & BACK ROLLERS

(these rollers do not accommodate yoke ball studs.  They have solid shaft ends without taps; if groomer kit requires tap in shaft ends, change "A" in part # to "S")

2" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2" wide grooved Urethane no flats 6.5 lb T2522A2CG $350 22.45" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane no flats 6.7 lb T2522A2NG $350 22.45" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.5 lb T2522A2CGF $350 22.45" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.7 lb T2522A2NGF $350 22.45" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2" smooth Urethane 8 lb T2522A2C $328 22.25" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 11.5 lb T2522A2S $279 22.25" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2" smooth Steel light 5.5 lb T2522A2L $279 22.25" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2" dia. TWO body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb T2504A2CGt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.875" shaft SHA2522ATNt $87

2 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb T2504A2NGt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.875" shaft SHA2522ATNt $87

2 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 4 lb T2504A2CGFt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.875" shaft SHA2522ATNt $87

2 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 4 lb T2504A2NGFt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.875" shaft SHA2522ATNt $87

2 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (2x2" wide bodies) 4 lb T2502A2Ct $421 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.875" shaft SHA2522ATNt $87

2 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 4.2 lb T2504A2Ct $421 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.875" shaft SHA2522ATNt $87

2" dia. THREE body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

3 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb T3122A2CG+2C $487 22.45" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.875" shaft SHA3122ATN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb T3122A2NG+2C $487 22.45" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.875" shaft SHA3122ATN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (22.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb T3122A2C+2C $487 22.25" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.875" shaft SHA3122ATN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (22.25" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb T3122A2S+2S $487 22.25" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.875" shaft SHA3122ATN+2 $104

2" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb T2522A2CG4 $536 4 short bodies, 25.875" shaft SHA2522ATN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb T2522A2NG4 $526 4 short bodies, 25.875" shaft SHA2522ATN4 $87

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb T2522A2CGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 25.875" shaft SHA2522ATN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb T2522A2NGF4 $526 4 short bodies, 25.875" shaft SHA2522ATN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 8.5 lb T2522A2C4 $526 4 short bodies, 25.875" shaft SHA2522ATN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x5.55" wide bodies) 12 lb T2522A2S4 $526 4 short bodies, 25.875" shaft SHA2522ATN4 $87

2" dia. SIX body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

6 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb T3122A2CG4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.875" shaft SHA3122ATN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb T3122A2NG4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.875" shaft SHA3122ATN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 1" flats 13 lb T3122A2CGF4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.875" shaft SHA3122ATN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 1" flats 13 lb T3122A2NGF4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.875" shaft SHA3122ATN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb T3122A2C4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.875" shaft SHA3122ATN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb T3122A2S4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 31.875" shaft SHA3122ATN4+2 $104

2.5" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2.5" wide grooved (1" spacing) Urethane no flats 9 lb T2522A25CG $407 22.45" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2.5" narrow grooved (1/2" spacing) Urethane no flats 9 lb T2522A25NG $407 22.45" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 9.5 lb T2522A25C $361 22.45" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2.5" smooth Steel 10 lb T2522A25S $313 22.25" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2.5" dia. TWO body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 2.5" grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb T2504A25CGt $474 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.75" shaft SHA2504ATNt $87

2 bodies 2.5" smooth Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 4.2 lb T2504A25Ct $474 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 25.75" shaft SHA2504ATNt $87

2.5" dia. Four body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2.5" grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 10 lb T2522A25CG4 $612 4 short bodies, 25.875" shaft SHA2522ATN4 $87

4 bodies 2.5" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 13 lb T2522A25C4 $612 4 short bodies, 25.875" shaft SHA2522ATN4 $87

2.5" dia. SIX body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

6 bodies 2.5" grooved Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 14 lb T3122A25CG4+2C $656 4 center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.875" shaft SHA3122ATN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2.5" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 14 lb T3122A25C4+2C $665 4 center body + 2 short outer bodies, 31.875" shaft SHA3122ATN4+2 $104
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Toro GREENSMOWER FLEX models 18, 1800, 1820 & 1018 - FRONT & BACK ROLLERS (if groomer kit requires tap in ends of shaft, change "C" in part # to "S")

2" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2" wide grooved Urethane no flats 6.2 lb T2319C2CG $350 19.45" body, 23" shaft w/o taps SHA2319CT $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane no flats 6.4 lb T2319C2NG $350 19.45" body, 23" shaft w/o taps SHA2319CT $72

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.3 lb T2319C2CGF $350 19.45" body, 23" shaft w/o taps SHA2319CT $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.5 lb T2319C2NGF $350 19.45" body, 23" shaft w/o taps SHA2319CT $72

2" smooth Urethane 7.5 lb T2319C2C $345 19.25" body, 23" shaft w/o taps SHA2319CT $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 10.5 lb T2319C2S $279 19.25" body, 23" shaft w/o taps SHA2319CT $72

2" smooth Steel light 4.5 lb T2319C2L $279 19.25" body, 23" shaft w/o taps SHA2319CT $72

2" dia. TWO body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb T2304C2CGt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 23" shaft SHA2304CTNt $87

2 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 4 lb T2304C2NGt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 23" shaft SHA2304CTNt $87

2 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 4 lb T2304C2CGFt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 23" shaft SHA2304CTNt $87

2 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 4 lb T2304C2NGFt $434 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 23" shaft SHA2304CTNt $87

2 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (2x2" wide bodies) 4 lb T2302C2Ct $421 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 23" shaft SHA2302CTNt $87

2 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 4.2 lb T2304C2Ct $421 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 23" shaft SHA2304CTNt $87

2" dia. THREE body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

3 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (19.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb T2919C2CG+2C $487 19.45" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 29" shaft SHA2919CTN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (19.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb T2919C2NG+2C $487 19.45" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 29" shaft SHA2919CTN+2 $104

3 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (19.45" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb T2919C2C+2C $487 19.25" center body + 2 short outer bodies, 29" shaft SHA2919CTN+2 $104

2" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb T2319C2CG4 $536 4 short bodies, 23" shaft SHA2319CTN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb T2319C2NG4 $536 4 short bodies, 23" shaft SHA2319CTN4 $87

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb T2319C2CGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 23" shaft SHA2319CTN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb T2319C2NGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 23" shaft SHA2319CTN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) 8.5 lb T2319C2C4 $536 4 short bodies, 23" shaft SHA2319CTN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x4.75" wide bodies) 12 lb T2319C2S4 $536 4 short bodies, 23" shaft SHA2319CTN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Steel light (4x4.75" wide bodies) 7 lb T2319C2L4 $526 4 short bodies, 21.25" shaft SHA2319CTN4 $72

2" dia. SIX body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

6 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) no flats 13 lb T2919C2CG4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 29" shaft SHA2919CTN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb T2919C2NG4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 29" shaft SHA2919CTN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 1" flats 13 lb T2919C2CGF4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 29" shaft SHA2919CTN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 1" flats 13 lb T2919C2NGF4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 29" shaft SHA2919CTN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb T2919C2C4+2C $626 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 29" shaft SHA2919CTN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x4.75" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 12 lb T2919C2S4+2C $616 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 29" shaft SHA2919CTN4+2 $104

Toro GM800 18" GREENSMOWER - FRONT & BACK ROLLERS

2" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2" wide grooved Urethane no flats 6.5 lb T2219S2CG $360 19.45" body, 22.75" shaft w/o taps SHA2219ST $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane no flats 6.7 lb T2219S2NG $360 19.45" body, 22.75" shaft w/o taps SHA2219ST $72

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.5 lb T2219S2CGF $360 19.45" body, 22.75" shaft w/o taps SHA2219ST $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.7 lb T2219S2NGF $360 19.45" body, 22.75" shaft w/o taps SHA2219ST $72

2" smooth Urethane 7.5 lb T2219S2C $338 19.25" body, 22.75" shaft w/o taps SHA2219ST $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 10.5 lb T2219S2S $289 19.25" body, 22.75" shaft w/o taps SHA2219ST $72

2" smooth Steel light 4.5 lb T2219S2L $289 19.25" body, 22.75" shaft w/o taps SHA2219ST $72

2" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb T2219S2CG4 $536 4 short bodies, 22.75" shaft SHA2219STN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) no flats 8.5 lb T2219S2NG4 $536 4 short bodies, 22.75" shaft SHA2219STN4 $87

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb T2219S2CGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 22.75" shaft SHA2219STN4 $87

4 bodies 2" narrow grooved Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb T2219S2NGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 22.75" shaft SHA2219STN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x4.75" wide bodies) 8.5 lb T2219S2C4 $536 4 short bodies, 22.75" shaft SHA2219STN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x4.75" wide bodies) 12 lb T2219S2S4 $536 4 short bodies, 22.75" shaft SHA2219STN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Steel light (4x5.55" wide bodies) 7 lb T2219S2L4 $526 4 short bodies, 22" shaft-3/8 taps SHA2219STN4 $72

Toro GM1600 26" GREENSMOWER - FRONT & BACK ROLLERS

2" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2" wide grooved Urethane no flats 7.8 lb T3127A2CG $360 27.45" body, 31" shaft SHA3127AT $72

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 7.8 lb T3127A2CGF $360 27.45" body, 31" shaft SHA3127AT $72

2" smooth Urethane 11 lb T3127A2C $338 27.25" body, 31" shaft SHA3127AT $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 13.5 lb T3127A2S $299 27.25" body, 31" shaft SHA3127AT $72

2" smooth Steel light 8 lb T3127A2L $299 27.25" body, 31" shaft SHA3127AT $72

2.5" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 9.5 lb T3127A25CG $423 27.45" body, 31" shaft SHA3127AT $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 11 lb T3127A25C $374 27.45" body, 31" shaft SHA3127AT $72

2.5" smooth Steel 11 lb T3127A25S $355 27.25" body, 31" shaft SHA3127AT $72

2.5" dia. TWO body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 2.5" smooth Urethane (2x4.75" wide bodies) 7 lb T3104A25Ct $474 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 31" shaft SHA3104ATNt $87

2.5" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2.5" grooved Urethane (4x6.5" wide bodies) no flats 10 lb T3127A25CG4 $622 4 short bodies, 31" shaft SHA3127ATN4 $87

4 bodies 2.5" smooth Urethane (4x6.5" wide bodies) 13 lb T3127A25C4 $612 4 short bodies, 31" shaft SHA3127ATN4 $87

2.5" dia. SIX body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

6 bodies 2.5" grooved Urethane (4x6.5" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 10 lb T3727A25CG4+2C $666 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 37" shaft SHA3727ATN4+2 $104

6 bodies 2.5" smooth Urethane (4x6.5" inner+2x2" outer bodies) 13 lb T3727A25C4+2C $686 4 center bodies + 2 short outer bodies, 37" shaft SHA3727ATN4+2 $104

Toro 5100D, 5300D  &  223D FAIRWAY MOWERS - FRONT ROLLER (Sectional rollers with 4 bodies also available)

Combination roller assemblies to diminish effect of reel overlap shadowing are available-please call

2.5" wide grooved (1" spacing) Urethane no flats 9 lb T2522A25CG $407 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2.5" narrow grooved (1/2" spacing) Urethane no flats 9 lb T2522A25NG $407 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 9.5 lb T2522A25C $361 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2.5" smooth Steel 10 lb T2522A25S $313 22.25" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AT $72
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Toro 5100D, 5300D  &  223D FAIRWAY MOWERS - BACK ROLLER  (2.5" diameter also available) (Sectional rollers with 4 bodies also available)

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.5 lb T2319A2CGF $350 19.45" body, 23" shaft SHA2319AT $72

2" smooth Urethane 7.5 lb T2319A2C $328 19.25" body, 23" shaft SHA2319AT $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 10.5 lb T2319A2S $279 19.25" body, 23" shaft SHA2319AT $72

2" smooth Steel light 4.5 lb T2319A2L $279 19.25" body, 23" shaft SHA2319AT $72

Toro 3550D, 3555D, 3575D, 5200D, 5210D, 5400D, 5410D, 5510D, 5610D FAIRWAY MOWERS - FRONT (Sectional rollers with 4 bodies also available)

Combination roller assemblies to diminish effect of reel overlap shadowing are available-please call

2" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 8 lb T2319T25CG $407 19.45" body, 23" shaft SHA2319TT $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 9 lb T2319T25C $374 19.45" body, 23" shaft SHA2319TT $72

2.5" smooth Steel 9 lb T2319T25S $313 19.25" body, 23" shaft SHA2319TT $72

3" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3" grooved Urethane no flats 9.5 lb T2722A3CG $470 22.45" body, 27" shaft SHA2722AT $72

3" smooth Urethane 12 lb T2722A3C $438 22.45" body, 27" shaft SHA2722AT $72

3" smooth Steel 11.5 lb T2722A3S $345 22.25" body, 27" shaft SHA2722AT $72

3" grooved Urethane no flats 9.5 lb T2724A3CG $470 24.45" body, 27" shaft SHA2724AT $72

3" smooth Urethane 12 lb T2724A3C $438 24.45" body, 27" shaft SHA2724AT $72

3" smooth Steel 11.5 lb T2724A3S $345 24.25" body, 27" shaft SHA2724AT $72

Toro 3550D, 3555D, 3575D, 5200D, 5210D, 5400D, 5410D, 5510D, 5610D FAIRWAY MOWERS - BACK (Sectional rollers with 4 bodies also available)

2" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.5 lb T2319A2CGF $350 19.45" body, 23" shaft SHA2319AT $72

2" smooth Urethane 7.5 lb T2319A2C $328 19.45" body, 23" shaft SHA2319AT $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 10.5 lb T2319A2S $279 19.25" body, 23" shaft SHA2319AT $72

2" smooth Steel light 4.5 lb T2319A2L $279 19.25" body, 23" shaft SHA2319AT $72

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.5 lb T2519A2CGF $350 19.45" body, 25" shaft SHA2519AT $72

2" smooth Urethane 7.5 lb T2519A2C $328 19.45" body, 25" shaft SHA2519AT $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 10.5 lb T2519A2S $279 19.25" body, 25" shaft SHA2519AT $72

2" smooth Steel light 4.5 lb T2519A2L $279 19.25" body, 25" shaft SHA2519AT $72

2" smooth Urethane 8 lb T2321T2C $328 21.45" body, 23.75" shaft SHA2321TT $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 11.5 lb T2321T2S $279 21.25" body, 23.75" shaft SHA2321TT $72

2" smooth Steel light 5.5 lb T2321T2L $279 21.25" body, 23.75" shaft SHA2321TT $72

2.5" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 8 lb T2319A25CG $407 19.45" body, 23" shaft SHA2319AT $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 9 lb T2319A25C $361 19.45" body, 23" shaft SHA2319AT $72

2.5" smooth Steel 9 lb T2319A25S $313 19.25" body, 23" shaft SHA2319AT $72

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 8 lb T2519A25CG $407 19.45" body, 25" shaft SHA2519AT $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 9 lb T2519A25C $361 19.45" body, 25" shaft SHA2519AT $72

2.5" smooth Steel 9 lb T2519A25S $313 19.25" body, 25" shaft SHA2519AT $72

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 8.5 lb T2321A25CG $407 21.45" body, 23.75" shaft SHA2321AT $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 9.5 lb T2321A25C $361 21.45" body, 23.75" shaft SHA2321AT $72

2.5" smooth Steel 9.2 lb T2321A25S $313 21.25" body, 23.75" shaft SHA2321AT $72

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 8.5 lb T2521C25CG $407 21.45" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2521CT $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 9.5 lb T2521C25C $361 21.45" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2521CT $72

2.5" smooth Steel 10 lb T2521C25S $313 21.25" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2521CT $72

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 8.5 lb T2522C25CG $407 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CT $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 9.5 lb T2522C25C $361 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CT $72

2.5" smooth Steel 10 lb T2522C25S $313 22.25" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CT $72

3" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3" grooved Urethane no flats 9 lb T2319T3CG $470 19.45" body, 23" shaft SHA2319TT $72

3" smooth Urethane 11 lb T2319T3C $438 19.45" body, 23" shaft SHA2319TT $72

3" smooth Steel 11 lb T2319T3S $355 19.25" body, 23" shaft SHA2319TT $72

3" grooved Urethane no flats 9 lb T2519A3CG $470 19.45" body, 25" shaft SHA2519AT $72

3" smooth Urethane 11 lb T2519A3C $438 19.45" body, 25" shaft SHA2519AT $72

3" smooth Steel 11 lb T2519A3S $345 19.25" body, 25" shaft SHA2519AT $72

3" grooved Urethane no flats 9.5 lb T2522C3CG $470 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CT $72

3" smooth Urethane 12 lb T2522C3C $438 22.45" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CT $72

3" smooth Steel 11.5 lb T2522C3S $345 22.25" body, 25.5" shaft SHA2522CT $72

Toro 5500D, 6500D  &  6700D FAIRWAY MOWERS - FRONT & BACK ROLLERS (Sectional rollers with 4 bodies also available)

2.5" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 8 lb T2419A25CG $407 19.45" body, 24.5" shaft SHA2419AT $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 9 lb T2419A25C $361 19.45" body, 24.5" shaft SHA2419AT $72

2.5" smooth Steel 9 lb T2419A25S $313 19.25" body, 24.5" shaft SHA2419AT $72

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 8.5 lb T2421A25CG $407 21.45" body, 24.5" shaft SHA2421AT $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 9.5 lb T2421A25C $361 21.45" body, 24.5" shaft SHA2421AT $72

2.5" smooth Steel 10 lb T2421A25S $313 21.25" body, 24.5" shaft SHA2421AT $72

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 9 lb T2422A25CG $407 22.45" body, 24.5" shaft SHA2422AT $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 9.5 lb T2422A25C $361 22.45" body, 24.5" shaft SHA2422AT $72

2.5" smooth Steel 10 lb T2422A25S $313 22.25" body, 24.5" shaft SHA2422AT $72

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 8 lb T2519A25CG $407 19.45" body, 25" shaft SHA2519AT $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 9 lb T2519A25C $361 19.45" body, 25" shaft SHA2519AT $72

2.5" smooth Steel 9 lb T2519A25S $313 19.25" body, 25" shaft SHA2519AT $72

2.5" wide grooved (1" spacing) Urethane no flats 9 lb T2522A25CG $407 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2.5" narrow grooved (1/2" spacing) Urethane no flats 9 lb T2522A25NG $407 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 9.5 lb T2522A25C $361 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AT $72

2.5" smooth Steel 10 lb T2522A25S $313 22.25" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AT $72

     To diminish instances of shadowing lines due to overlap of reels call for proper application specifics

2.5" grooved Urethane with 2" wide smooth ends 9.5 lb T2522A25CG.22C $645 front roller for rear mower heads-use with T2519A25C SHA2522AT $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 11 lb T2519A25C $438 back roller for rear mower heads-use with T2522A25CG.22C SHA2519AT $72

     (please confirm diameter of body and length of shaft required to fit BACK ROLLER)
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3" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3" grooved Urethane no flats 9.5 lb T2522A3CG $470 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AT $72

3" smooth Urethane 12 lb T2522A3C $438 22.45" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AT $72

3" smooth Steel 11.5 lb T2522A3S $345 22.25" body, 25.87" shaft SHA2522AT $72

3" grooved Urethane no flats 9.5 lb T2722A3CG $470 22.45" body, 27" shaft SHA2722AT $72

3" smooth Urethane 12 lb T2722A3C $438 22.45" body, 27" shaft SHA2722AT $72

3" smooth Steel 11.5 lb T2722A3S $345 22.25" body, 27" shaft SHA2722AT $72

3" grooved Urethane no flats 9.5 lb T2724A3CG $470 24.45" body, 27" shaft SHA2724AT $72

3" smooth Urethane 12 lb T2724A3C $438 24.45" body, 27" shaft SHA2724AT $72

3" smooth Steel 11.5 lb T2724A3S $345 24.25" body, 27" shaft SHA2724AT $72

     To diminish instances of shadowing lines due to overlap of reels call for proper application specifics

3" grooved Urethane with 2" wide smooth ends 9.5 lb T2722A3CG.22C $645 front roller for rear mower heads-use with T2719A3C SHA2722AT $72

3" smooth Urethane 11 lb T2719A3C $438 back roller for rear mower heads-use with T2722A3CG.22C SHA2719AT $72

     (please confirm diameter of body and length of shaft required to fit BACK ROLLER)

2.5" Combination roller assemblies to diminish effect of reel overlap shadowing are available call for proper application specifics

Toro SIDEWINDER 27" REEL MOWERS:  2000D, 2300D, 3100D  &  216 - FRONT & BACK ROLLERS (Sectional rollers with 4 bodies also available)

2.5" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 10 lb T3026D25CG $407 26.45" body, 30" shaft SHA3026DT $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 11 lb T3026D25C $361 26.45" body, 30" shaft SHA3026DT $72

2.5" smooth Steel 11.5 lb T3026D25S $323 26.25" body, 30" shaft SHA3026DT $72

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 10.3 lb T3227D25CG $423 27.45" body, 32" shaft SHA3227DT $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 11 lb T3227D25C $374 27.45" body, 32" shaft SHA3227DT $72

3" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3" grooved Urethane no flats 12.5 lb T3026D3CG $470 26.45" body, 30" shaft SHA3026DT $72

3" smooth Urethane 13 lb T3026D3C $438 26.45" body, 30" shaft SHA3026DT $72

3" smooth Steel 13 lb T3026D3S $345 26.25" body, 30" shaft SHA3026DT $72

3" grooved Urethane no flats 12.8 lb T3227D3CG $470 27.45" body, 32" shaft SHA3227DT $72

3" smooth Urethane 13.3 lb T3227D3C $438 27.45" body, 32" shaft SHA3227DT $72

3" smooth Steel 13.3 lb T3227D3S $345 27.25" body, 32" shaft SHA3227DT $72

Toro SIDEWINDER 32" REEL MOWERS:  3100D  &  2600D & 2300D - FRONT ROLLER (check length of body and shaft to match your requirements)

3" grooved Urethane no flats 14 lb T3431U3CG $470 31.45" body, 34.5" shaft SHA3431UT $72

3" smooth Steel 15 lb T3431U3S $369 31.25" body, 34.5" shaft SHA3431UT $72

3" grooved Urethane no flats 14 lb T3632U3CG $470 32.45" body, 36" shaft SHA3632UT $72

3" smooth Steel 15 lb T3632U3S $369 32.25" body, 36" shaft SHA3632UT $72

2.5" smooth Steel 12.5 lb T3431U25S $365 31.25" body, 34.5" shaft SHA3431UT $72

Toro SIDEWINDER 32" REEL MOWERS:  3100D  &  2600D & 2300D - BACK ROLLER

3" smooth Urethane 15 lb T3429U3C $438 29.45" body, 34.5" shaft SHA3429UT $72

3" smooth Steel 14.5 lb T3429U3S $369 29.25" body, 34.5" shaft SHA3429UT $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 12.5 lb T3429U25C $374 29.45" body, 34.5" shaft SHA3429UT $72

2.5" smooth Steel 12.5 lb T3429U25S $365 29.25" body, 34.5" shaft SHA3429UT $72

Toro REEL MOWERS:  4500D, 4300D, 4000D, 3500D, 450D, 335D  &  350D - FRONT ROLLER

3" grooved Urethane no flats 14.5 lb T3732K3CG $470 32.45" body, 37" shaft-9/16" dia. ends SHA3732KT $72

3" smooth Steel 16 lb T3732K3S $369 32.25" body, 37" shaft-9/16" dia. ends SHA3732KT $72

3" grooved Urethane no flats 13.5 lb T3229T3CG $470 29.45" body, 32" shaft SHA3229TT $72

3" smooth Urethane 15 lb T3229T3C $438 29.45" body, 32" shaft SHA3229TT $72

3" smooth Steel 15 lb T3229T3S $345 29.25" body, 32" shaft SHA3229TT $72

Toro REEL MOWERS:  4500D, 4000D, 3500D, 450D, 335D,  & 350D - BACK ROLLER

3" smooth Urethane 15 lb T3429K3C $438 29.45" body, 34" shaft SHA3429KT $72

3" smooth Steel 15 lb T3429K3S $345 29.25" body, 34" shaft SHA3429KT $72

3.5" smooth Urethane 18 lb T3429K7C $532 29.45" body, 34" shaft SHA3429KT $72

4" smooth Urethane 30 lb T3429K4C $626 29.45" body, 34" shaft SHA3429KT $72

4" smooth Steel 29 lb T3429K4S $563 29.25" body, 34" shaft SHA3429KT $72

Toro REEL MOWERS:  SPARTAN FAIRWAY, REELMASTER GANG, TURF PRO  &  PARKMASTER GANG

3" smooth Urethane 14 lb T3227J3C $438 27.45" body, 32.5" shaft SHA3227JT $72

3" smooth Steel 13.5 lb T3227J3S $345 27.25" body, 32.5" shaft SHA3227JT $72

3.5" smooth Urethane 17 lb T3227J7C $532 27.45" body, 32.5" shaft SHA3227JT $72

4" smooth Steel 27 lb T3227J4S $563 27.25" body, 32.5" shaft SHA3227JT $72

Toro ROTARY DECK 4500D, 4700D, 3500D  & 3505D - FRONT ROLLER (includes our CompetitionTM bearings, seals and roller shaft)

5" grooved Urethane w/ bearings/seals 5 lb T0505G5CG3 $297 Shaft with mounting hardware included; doesn't use OEM 5/8" bolt SHA0505GT $72

5" smooth Urethane (5.2" wide body) 5 lb T0505G5C $236 Shaft with mounting hardware included; doesn't use OEM 5/8" bolt SHA0505GT $72

Toro ROTARY DECK 4500D, 4700D, 3500D  & 3505D - BACK ROLLER

3" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3" grooved Urethane no flats 13.5 lb T3329A3CG $470 29.45" body, 33" shaft SHA3329AT $72

3" smooth Urethane 15 lb T3329A3C $438 29.45" body, 33" shaft SHA3329AT $72

3" smooth Steel 15 lb T3329A3S $345 29.25" body, 33" shaft SHA3329AT $72

3.5" smooth Urethane 18 lb T3329A7C $532 29.45" body, 33" shaft SHA3329AT $72

3" dia. TWO body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 3" grooved Urethane (2x5.2" wide bodies) no flats 10.5 lb T3305A3CGt $563 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 33" shaft SHA3305ATNt $87

2 bodies 3" smooth Urethane (2x4" wide bodies) 11 lb T3304A3Ct $517 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 33" shaft SHA3305ATNt $87

2 bodies 3" smooth Steel (2x4" wide bodies) 12 lb T3304A3St $470 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 33" shaft SHA3305ATNt $87

3" dia. FIVE body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

5 bodies 3" grooved Urethane (5x5.2" wide bodies) no flats 13.5 lb T3329A3CG5 $697 5 short bodies, 33" shaft SHA3329ATN5 $87

5 bodies 3" smooth Urethane (5x5.2" wide bodies) 14 lb T3329A3C5 $754 5 short bodies, 33" shaft SHA3329ATN5 $87

Toro ROTARY DECK 4300D - FRONT ROLLER (with extended shaft)  (includes our CompetitionTM bearings, seals and roller shaft)

5" grooved Urethane w/ bearings/seals 5 lb T0705G5CG3 $297 Shaft with mounting hardware included; doesn't use OEM 5/8" bolt SHA0705GT $75

5" smooth Urethane (5.2" wide body) 5.5 lb T0705G5C $236 Shaft with mounting hardware included; doesn't use OEM 5/8" bolt SHA0705GT $75
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Toro ROTARY DECK 4300D - BACK ROLLER  (3.5" dia. rollers may be available-please call)

3" dia. SINGLE body rollers

3" grooved Urethane no flats 11 lb T2824K3CG $470 24.45" body, 28" shaft SHA2824KT $72

3" smooth Urethane 12 lb T2824K3C $438 24.45" body, 28" shaft SHA2824KT $72

3" smooth Steel 11 lb T2824K3S $345 24.25" body, 28" shaft SHA2824KT $72

3" dia. TWO body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 3" grooved Urethane (2x5.2" wide bodies) no flats 10.5 lb T2805K3CGt $563 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 28" shaft SHA2805KTNt $87

2 bodies 3" smooth Urethane (2x4" wide bodies) 11 lb T2804K3Ct $517 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 28" shaft SHA2804KTNt $87

2 bodies 3" smooth Steel (2x4" wide bodies) 12 lb T2804K3St $470 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 28" shaft SHA2804KTNt $87

3" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 3" grooved Urethane (4x5.2" wide bodies) no flats 12.5 lb T2824K3CG4 $665 4 short bodies, 28" shaft SHA2824KTN4 $87

4 bodies 3" smooth Urethane (4x5.2" wide bodies) 13.5 lb T2824K3C4 $665 4 short bodies, 28" shaft SHA2824KTN4 $87

Toro 22" VERTICUT heads (Call to confirm dimensions of your roller) (Sectional rollers with 4 bodies also available)

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 10 lb T2419A2S $279 19.25" body, 24" shaft SHA2419AT $72

2" smooth Steel light 5 lb T2419A2L $279 19.25" body, 24" shaft SHA2419AT $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 10.5 lb T2321A2S $279 21.25" body, 23" shaft SHA2321AT $72

2" smooth Steel light 5.5 lb T2321A2L $279 21.25" body, 23" shaft SHA2321AT $72

for RANSOMES mowers
RANSOMES ALL 22" GREENSPLEX  &  E-PLEX  & 160 - FRONT ROLLER

2" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2" wide grooved Urethane no flats 6.5 lb R2522A2CG $350 22.45" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AJ $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane no flats 6.7 lb R2522A2NG $350 22.45" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AJ $72

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.5 lb R2522A2CGF $350 22.45" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AJ $72

2" narrow grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.7 lb R2522A2NGF $350 22.45" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AJ $72

2" smooth Urethane 8 lb R2522A2C $328 22.25" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AJ $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 11.5 lb R2522A2S $279 22.25" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AJ $72

2" smooth Steel light 5.5 lb R2522A2L $279 22.25" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AJ $72

2" dia. FOUR body rollers

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb R2522A2CGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 8.5 lb R2522A2C4 $526 4 short bodies, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x5.55" wide bodies) 12 lb R2522A2S4 $526 4 short bodies, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Steel light (4x5.55" wide bodies) 7 lb R2522A2L4 $526 4 short bodies, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AJN4 $87

2.5" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2.5" wide grooved (1" spacing) Urethane no flats 9 lb R2522A25CG $407 22.45" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AJ $72

2.5" narrow grooved (1/2" spacing) Urethane no flats 9 lb R2522A25NG $407 22.45" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AJ $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 9.5 lb R2522A25C $361 22.25" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AJ $72

2.5" smooth Steel 10 lb R2522A25S $313 22.25" body, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AJ $72

2.5" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2.5" grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) no flats 10.5 lb R2522A25CG4 $612 4 short bodies, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AJN4 $87

4 bodies 2.5" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 8.5 lb R2522A25C4 $612 4 short bodies, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AJN4 $87

4 bodies 2.5" smooth Steel (4x5.55" wide bodies) 12 lb R2522A25S4 $520 4 short bodies, 25.875" shaft SHA2522AJN4 $87

RANSOMES 300 & 500 GREENSMOWERS - BACK ROLLER

2" dia. SINGLE body rollers

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.5 lb R2422S2CGF $360 22.45" body , 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJ $72

2" smooth Urethane 8 lb R2422S2C $338 22.25" body , 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJ $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 11.5 lb R2422S2S $289 22.25" body , 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJ $72

2" smooth Steel light 5.5 lb R2422S2L $289 22.25" body , 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJ $72

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.5 lb R2422G2CGF $360 22.45" body , 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJ $72

2" smooth Urethane 8 lb R2422G2C $338 22.25" body , 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJ $72

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 11.5 lb R2422G2S $289 22.25" body , 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJ $72

2" smooth Steel light 5.5 lb R2422G2L $289 22.25" body , 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJ $72

2" dia. FOUR body rollers non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb R2422S2CGF4 $536 4 bodies @22.3" oal, shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 8.5 lb R2422S2C4 $526 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft SHA2422SJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x5.55" wide bodies) 12 lb R2422S2S4 $536 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft SHA2422SJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Steel light (4x5.55" wide bodies) 7 lb R2422S2L4 $526 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" wide grooved Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 1" flats 8.5 lb R2422G2CGF4 $536 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft SHA2422GJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Urethane (4x5.55" wide bodies) 8.5 lb R2422G2C4 $526 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft SHA2422GJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Steel heavy (4x5.55" wide bodies) 12 lb R2422G2S4 $536 4 short bodies, 24.25" shaft SHA2422GJN4 $87

4 bodies 2" smooth Steel light (4x5.55" wide bodies) 7 lb R2422G2L4 $526 4 bodies, 24.25" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2422GJN4 $87
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RANSOMES MOTOR 180D, 180 TRIPLEX  &  TRIPLE 18 - ALL ROLLERS

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 9 lb R2826G25CG $407 7/16" taps in shaft ends SHA2826GR $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 11.5 lb R2826G25C $361 7/16" taps in shaft ends SHA2826GR $72

2.5" smooth Steel 12 lb R2826G25S $323 26.25" body, 7/16" taps SHA2826GR $72

RANSOMES 250 LIGHTWEIGHT FAIRWAY - 33 HP/ 6" DIA. REELS - ALL ROLLERS

3" grooved Urethane no flats 13 lb R2722R3CG $470 22.45" body, 27" shaft SHA2722RR $72

3" smooth Urethane 15 lb R2722R3C $438 22.45" body, 27" shaft SHA2722RR $72

3" smooth Steel 15 lb R2722R3S $345 22.45" body, 27" shaft SHA2722RR $72

RANSOMES 250 LIGHTWEIGHT FAIRWAY - 28 HP/ 2WD REELS - FRONT ROLLER

3" grooved Urethane no flats 13 lb R2622A3CG $470 22.45" body, 26" shaft SHA2622AR $72

3" smooth Urethane 15 lb R2622A3C $438 22.45" body, 26" shaft SHA2622AR $72

3" smooth Steel 15 lb R2622A3S $345 22.45" body, 26" shaft SHA2622AR $72

RANSOMES 250 LIGHTWEIGHT FAIRWAY - 23 HP/ 5" DIA. REELS - FRONT ROLLER

3" grooved Urethane no flats 13 lb R2722A3CG $470 22.45" body, 27.5" shaft SHA2722AR $72

3" smooth Urethane 15 lb R2722A3C $438 22.45" body, 27" shaft SHA2722AR $72

3" smooth Steel 15 lb R2722A3S $345 22.45" body, 27.5" shaft SHA2722AR $72

RANSOMES 250 LIGHTWEIGHT FAIRWAY - 23 HP/ 5" DIA. REELS - BACK ROLLER

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 9 lb R2421S25CG $407 3/8" taps in shaft ends SHA2421SJ $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 9.5 lb R2421S25C $361 3/8" taps in shaft ends SHA2421SJ $72

2.5" smooth Steel 10 lb R2421S25S $323 21.25" body, 3/8" taps SHA2421SJ $72

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 9 lb R2421G25CG $407 7/16" taps in shaft ends SHA2421GJ $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 8 lb R2421G25C $361 7/16" taps in shaft ends SHA2421GJ $72

2.5" smooth Steel 12 lb R2421G25S $323 21.25" body, 7/16" taps SHA2421GJ $72

RANSOMES 26" FAIRWAY 300, 305, 405  &  26" T-PLEX 185D - ALL ROLLERS

3" grooved Urethane no flats 13 lb R3026T3CG $470 26.45" body, 30" shaft SHA3026TR $72

3" smooth Urethane 15 lb R3026T3C $438 26.45" body, 30" shaft SHA3026TR $72

3" smooth Steel 15 lb R3026T3S $345 26.45" body, 30.5" shaft SHA3026TR $72

RANSOMES 30" T-PLEX 185D - ALL ROLLERS

3" grooved Urethane no flats 13 lb R3429T3CG $470 29.45" body, 34.5" shaft SHA3429TR $72

3" smooth Urethane 15 lb R3429T3C $479 29.45" body, 34" shaft SHA3429TR $72

3" smooth Steel 15 lb R3429T3S $369 29.25" body, 34.5" shaft SHA3429TR $72

RANSOMES 350D, 213D, 465, 5/3 MOTOR, 5 MOUNTED, 5/7  &  340  (27" REEL) - ALL ROLLERS

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 9 lb R3127G25CG $449 27.45" body, 31 .62" shaft-7/16" taps SHA3127GR $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 11.2 lb R3127G25C $374 27.45" body, 31 .62" shaft-7/16" taps SHA3127GR $72

2.5" smooth Steel 12 lb R3127G25S $355 27.25" body, 31 .62" shaft-7/16" taps SHA3127GR $72

3" grooved Urethane no flats 12.4 lb R3529A3CG $470 29.45" body, 35" shaft SHA3529AR $72

3" smooth Urethane 15 lb R3529A3C $479 29.45" body, 35" shaft SHA3529AR $72

3" smooth Steel 15 lb R3529A3S $369 29.25" body, 35" shaft SHA3529AR $72

RANSOMES ROTARY AR-250, AR-2500 DECK - BACK ROLLER

3.5" smooth Urethane 27 lb R2722X7C $563 22.45" body, 27.25" shaft-1/2" dia. ends SHA2722XR $72

4" smooth Urethane 23 lb R2722X4C $626 22.45" body, 27.25" shaft SHA2722XR $72

4" smooth Steel 27 lb R2722X4S $599 22.45" body, 32.25" shaft SHA2722XR $72
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for TRU-TURF Greens Golf Rollers
Tru-Turf Smoothing Heads Rollers for RS48-11E machine

2.5" smooth Urethane 9.5 lb T2222S25C $361 22.45" body, 22.625" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2222ST $72

2.5" smooth Steel 9.2 lb T2222S25S $323 22.25" body, 22.625" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2222ST $72

Tru-Turf Smoothing Heads Rollers for RB48-11A machine (4 short & 2 long rollers per machine)

2.5" smooth Urethane 9.5 lb T2222R25C $374 22.45" body short rollers, 22.716" shaft (4 per machine) SHA2222RT $72

2.5" smooth Steel 9.2 lb T2222R25S $336 22.25" body short rollers, 22.716" shaft (4 per machine) SHA2222RT $72

2.5" smooth Urethane 10 lb T2524R25C $387 24.45" body long rollers, 25.078" shaft (2 per machine) SHA2522RT $72

2.5" smooth Steel 9.6 lb T2524R25S $349 24.25" body long rollers, 25.078" shaft (2 per machine) SHA2522RT $72

Tru-Turf Smoothing Heads Rollers for R50-11 machine (4 short & 2 long rollers per machine)

2.5" smooth Urethane 9.5 lb T2222Y25C $374 22.45" body short rollers, 22.75" shaft (4 per machine) SHA2222YT $87

2.5" smooth Steel 9.2 lb T2222Y25S $336 22.25" body short rollers, 22.75" shaft (4 per machine) SHA2222YT $87

2.5" smooth Urethane 10 lb T2524Y25C $387 24.45" body long rollers, 25" shaft (2 per machine) SHA2524YT $87

2.5" smooth Steel 9.6 lb T2524Y25S $349 24.25" body long rollers, 25" shaft (2 per machine) SHA2524YT $87

Tru-Turf Smoothing Heads Rollers for GR39 machine

2.5" smooth Urethane 15.5 lb T3939S25C $580 39.45" body, 39.812" shaft-3/8" taps SHA3939ST $96

2.5" smooth Steel 15.5 lb T3939S25S $519 39.25" body, 39.812" shaft-3/8" taps SHA3939ST $96

Tru-Turf Smoothing Heads Rollers for TR7000C machine

2.5" smooth Urethane (2 bodies) 15.5 lb TT3939S25C2 $621 2 body assembly at 39.5" total length, 39.812" shaft SHA3939ST $96

2.5" smooth Steel (2 bodies) 15.5 lb TT3939S25S2 $548 2 body assembly at 39.5" total length, 39.812" shaft SHA3939ST $96

Tru-Turf Smoothing Heads Rollers for R52 machine (9 rollers per machine)

2.5" smooth Urethane 9 lb T1818S25C $361 18.45" body, 18.5" shaft-3/8" taps (9 per machine) SHA1818ST $72

2.5" smooth Steel 8.7 lb T1818S25S $336 18.25" body, 18.5" shaft-3/8" taps (9 per machine) SHA1818ST $72

Tru-Turf Smoothing Heads Rollers for TR66 Spikes machine

2.5" smooth Urethane 9.5 lb TT2422S25C $394 22.45" body, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422STT $72

2.5" smooth Steel 9.2 lb TT2422S25S $391 22.25" body, 24.25" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422STT $72

for DENNIS
Dennis Walking mower - ALL ROLLERS (handlebar bushings needed)

3.5" smooth Urethane 21 lb D3834G7C $612 34.45" body, 38.5" shaft-7/16" taps SHA3834GD $102

Handlebar bushing (2 per roller) 2SLEEVE 1.25x.5x1.2 PU $31

for SHIBAURA  &  HUSTLER
Shibaura G EXE 26 Greens Mower (Multi-body rollers also available)

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 10 lb S2826P25CG $449 26.45" body, 28.375" shaft SHA2826PS $84

2.5" smooth Urethane 12.5 lb S2826P25C $394 26.45" body, 28.375" shaft SHA2826PS $84

2.5" smooth Steel 12.5 lb S2826P25S $407 26.25" body, 28.375" shaft SHA2826PS $84

2" smooth Urethane 8.5 lb S2826P2C $338 26.25" body, 28.375" shaft SHA2826PS $84

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 12 lb S2826P2S $329 26.25" body, 28.375" shaft SHA2826PS $84

Shibaura G Flow22  &  MG70  &  Hustler GM1500 Greens Mower (Multi-body rollers also available)

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.5 lb S2522P2CGF $369 22.45" body, 25.75" shaft SHA2522PS $84

2" smooth Urethane 8 lb S2522P2C $338 22.25" body, 25.75" shaft SHA2522PS $84

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 11.5 lb S2522P2S $329 22.25" body, 25.75" shaft SHA2522PS $84

2.5" wide grooved (1" spacing) Urethane no flats 9 lb S2522P25CG $449 22.45" body, 25.75" shaft SHA2522PS $84

2.5" narrow grooved (1/2" spacing) Urethane no flats 9 lb S2522P25NG $449 22.45" body, 25.75" shaft SHA2522PS $84

2.5" smooth Urethane 11.5 lb S2522P25C $394 22.45" body, 25.75" shaft SHA2522PS $84

2.5" smooth Steel 12 lb S2522P25S $407 22.25" body, 25.75" shaft SHA2522PS $84

Shibaura SR525 Fairway  &  Hustler 7500 & 7700 Fairway (Multi-body rollers also available)

3" grooved Urethane no flats 10.5 lb S2522P3CG $525 22.45" body, 25.75" shaft SHA2522PS $84

3" smooth Urethane 12.5 lb S2522P3C $523 22.45" body, 25.75" shaft SHA2522PS $84

3" smooth Steel 12.5 lb S2522P3S $438 22.25" body, 25.75" shaft SHA2522PS $84

Shibaura SR370 (Multi-body rollers also available)

3" grooved Urethane no flats 12.5 lb S2926P3CG $525 26.45" body, 29.75" shaft SHA2926PS $84

3" smooth Urethane 14 lb S2926P3C $548 26.45" body, 29.75" shaft SHA2926PS $84

3" smooth Steel 14 lb S2926P3S $459 26.25" body, 29.75" shaft SHA2926PS $84

for BARONESS
Baroness LM66T Greens  - ALL ROLLERS (Multi-body rollers also available)

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 13 lb B2725H25CG $479 25.45" body, 27" shaft-M10 taps SHA2725HK $87

2.5" smooth Urethane 15 lb B2725H25C $407 25.45" body, 27" shaft-M10 taps SHA2725HK $87

2.5" smooth Steel 15 lb B2725H25S $423 25.25" body, 27" shaft-M10 taps SHA2725HK $87

Baroness LM185  - ALL ROLLERS (Multi-body rollers also available)

3" grooved Urethane no flats 13 lb B3027K3CG $525 27.45" body, 30" shaft-9/16" dia. ends SHA3027KK $87

3" smooth Urethane 15 lb B3027K3C $548 27.45" body, 30" shaft-9/16" dia. ends SHA3027KK $87

3" smooth Steel 15 lb B3027K3S $470 27.25" body, 30" shaft-9/16" dia. ends SHA3027KK $87

Baroness LM2700 Fairway  - 27.45" ROLLER BODIES (Multi-body rollers also available)

3" grooved Urethane no flats 13 lb B2727G3CG $525 27.45" body, 27.625" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2727GK $87

3" smooth Urethane 15 lb B2727G3C $548 27.45" body, 27.625" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2727GK $87

3" smooth Steel 15 lb B2727G3S $470 27.25" body, 27.625" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2727GK $87

3.5" smooth Urethane 18 lb B2727G7C $640 27.45" body, 27.625" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2727GK $87

4" smooth Urethane 23 lb B2727G4C $692 27.45" body, 27.625" shaft-7/16" taps SHA2727GK $87
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for VENTRAC
Ventrac MJ840 Contour Deck Rotary Mower (Multi-body rollers also available)

3" smooth Urethane (double row bearings) 11.8 lb 2V2422S3C only available through Venture Products SHA2422SV

3" smooth Steel 11.4 lb V2422S3S $438 22.05" body, 24.56" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2422SV $87

3" dia. TWO body rollers non-striping, non-skidding for tight turns & ground undulations

2 bodies 3" grooved Urethane (2x4" wide bodies) no flats 8 lb V2404S3CGt $563 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 24.56" shaft SHA2404SVNt $87

2 bodies 3" smooth Urethane (2x4" wide bodies) (double row bearings) 8 lb 2V2404S3Ct $626 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 24.56" shaft SHA2404SVNt $87

2 bodies 3" smooth Urethane (2x4" wide bodies) 8 lb V2404S3Ct $517 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 24.56" shaft SHA2404SVNt $87

2 bodies 3" smooth Steel (2x4" wide bodies) 10 lb V2404S3St $470 2 short twin bodies at ends of a 24.56" shaft SHA2404SVNt $87

Ventrac MR740 Triplex Reel Mower (Multi-body rollers also available)

3" grooved Urethane no flats 9.5 lb V2827S3CG $470 27.45" body, 28.78" shaft-3/8" taps, .545" dia ends SHA2827SV $87

3" smooth Urethane 11.5 lb V2827S3C $486 27.45" body, 28.78" shaft-3/8" taps, .545" dia ends SHA2827SV $87

3" smooth Steel 11.2 lb V2827S3S $459 27.25" body, 28.78" shaft-3/8" taps, .545" dia ends SHA2827SV $87

for SISIS
Sisis Flexi-400 fairway rolling machine- ALL ROLLERS

3" smooth Urethane 11.6 lb S2524S3C $470 24.45" body, 25.125" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2524SS $87

3" smooth Steel 12 lb S2524S3S $459 24.25" body, 25.125" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2524SS $87

3.5" smooth Urethane 16 lb S2524S7C $532 24.45" body, 25.125" shaft-3/8" taps SHA2524SS $87

Sisis Veemo MK2 Verticutter - ALL ROLLERS

3" smooth Urethane 15 lb S3029G3C $470 29.45" body, 30.5" shaft-7/16" taps SHA3029GS $87

3" smooth Steel 15 lb S3029G3S $459 29.25" body, 30.5" shaft-7/16" taps SHA3029GS $87

for NATIONAL
National 68  &  84 TRIPLEX  &  PTO GANG - 30" REELS

3" grooved Urethane no flats 13 lb N3429I3CG $470 29.45" body, 34.5" shaft SHA3429IN $72

3" smooth Urethane 15 lb N3429I3C $438 29.45" body, 34.5" shaft SHA3429IN $72

3" smooth Steel 15 lb N3429I3S $345 29.25" body, 34.5" shaft SHA3429IN $72

3.5" smooth Urethane 18 lb N3429I7C $532 29.45" body, 34.5" shaft SHA3429IN $72

4" smooth Urethane 23 lb N3429I4C $595 29.45" body, 34.5" shaft SHA3229IN $72

4" smooth Steel 19 lb N3429I4S $532 29.25" body, 34.5" shaft SHA3229IN $72

National 68  &  84 TRIPLEX  &  PTO GANG - 25" OUTSIDE REELS

3" smooth Urethane 11 lb N2420I3C $438 20.45" body, 24.875" shaft SHA2420IN $72

3" smooth Steel 11 lb N2420I3S $369 20.25" body, 24.875" shaft SHA2420IN $72

3.5" smooth Urethane 13 lb N2420I7C $532 20.45" body, 24.875" shaft SHA2420IN $72

for BUNTON
Bunton 22" WALKING GREENSMOWERS - FRONT (Multi-body rollers also available)

2" wide grooved Urethane 1" flats 6.5 lb B2422P2CGF $360 22.45" body, 24.5" shaft SHA2422PB $84

2" smooth Urethane 8 lb B2422P2C $338 22.25" body, 24.5" shaft SHA2422PB $84

2" smooth Steel heavy (1/4" wall) 11.5 lb B2422P2S $289 22.25" body, 24.5" shaft SHA2422PB $84

2" smooth Steel light 5 lb B2422P2L $289 22.25" body, 24.5" shaft SHA2422PB $84

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 9 lb B2422P25CG $407 22.45" body, 24.5" shaft SHA2422PB $84

2.5" smooth Urethane 9.5 lb B2422P25C $371 22.45" body, 24.5" shaft SHA2422PB $84

2.5" smooth Steel 10 lb B2422P25S $323 22.25" body, 24.5" shaft SHA2422PB $84

Bunton 26" WALKING GREENSMOWER - FRONT (Multi-body rollers also available)

2.5" grooved Urethane no flats 10 lb B2726P25CG $407 26.45" body SHA2726PB $84

2.5" smooth Urethane 10.5 lb B2726P25C $371 26.45" body SHA2726PB $84

2.5" smooth Steel 11 lb B2726P25S $323 26.25" body SHA2726PB $84

Bunton 30" FAIRWAY GANG MOWER - FRONT & BACK ROLLERS (Multi-body rollers also available)

3" grooved Urethane no flats 13 lb B3629H3CG $470 29.45" body, 36.25" shaft SHA3629HB $84

3" smooth Urethane 15 lb B3629H3C $438 29.45" body, 36" shaft SHA3629HB $84

3" smooth Steel 15 lb B3629H3S $345 29.25" body, 36.25" shaft SHA3629HB $84

3.5" smooth Urethane 18 lb B3629H7C $532 29.25" body, 36.25" shaft SHA3629HB $84

for KESMAC
Kesmac GANG MOWER - ALL ROLLERS

3" grooved Urethane no flats 13 lb K3227A3CG $525 27.45" body SHA3227AK $84

3" smooth Urethane 15 lb K3227A3C $438 27.45" body. 32" shaft SHA3227AK $84

3" smooth Steel 15 lb K3227A3S $345 27.25" body, 32" shaft SHA3227AK $84

3.5" smooth Urethane 18 lb K3227A7C $563 27.45" body, 32" shaft SHA3227AK $84

4" smooth Urethane 23 lb K3227A4C $595 27.45" body, 32" shaft SHA3227AK $84

Don't see your machine listed?  Call us about the possible roller options for your equipment.
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Competition Roller
TM

 Upgrade Options Retail

Upgrade to Stainless Steel Bearings on Competition Rollers
TM

$28 BU-COMPSS

Upgrade to Double Row Bearings as our Competition2 Rollers
TM

$80

     -upgrade select Competition Rollers
TM

 to double row bearings with black oxide finish (per body)

     -available for most rollers greater than 2" diameter (requires specially machined inner steel tube bearing housings)

Add Grease Fittings (set of 2 special flush mount grease fittings)

     -grease fittings (set of two) for new Competition Rollers
TM

 or new overhaul kits $24 GFFD316SET

     -special yellow end seal (set of two) to accommodate grease fitting without new bearing kits $29 2SEAL16CUGF SET

Bearing Installation Tool Set $76 2TOOLSET

     -set of 2 tools - aids in installing bearings into roller housing and onto shaft

Super solid one piece Polyurethane Soft Blow Mallet - FULL SIZE $70 #MALLET1

     -add a botle opener to your full size mallet for $12 extra

$82 #MALLET1BO

Super solid one piece Polyurethane Soft Blow Mallet - 3/4 SIZE $45 #MALLET.75

Super solid one piece Polyurethane Soft Blow Mallet - 1/2 SIZE $33 #MALLET.5

     -unique utility to add to your tool box

Competition Roller
TM

 Overhaul Kits - *ORIGINAL STYLE*

Standard overhaul kit for all single body rollers (except "H" style 2" grooved) $72 OHCOMP

     (with 2 alloy steel bearings, 6 seals, 2 stainless washers & 4 retainers)

Stainless steel bearing overhaul kit for all single body rollers (except 2" grooved) $100 OHCOMPSS

     (with 2 stainless bearings, 6 seals, 2 stainless washers & 4 retainers)

Overhaul kit for new "H" style 2" dia. grooved rollers shipped after 9/26/19 $72 OHCOMPH

     (with 2 alloy steel bearings, 6 seals, 2 stainless washers & 4 retainers)

Overhaul kit for twin body roller assemblies (one kit per body - call to confirm $87 OHCOMPNt

Overhaul kit for 3 & 4 body roller assemblies (one kit per body - call to confirm) $74 OHCOMPN4

Competition2 Roller
TM

 Overhaul Kits  *SERIES 2*  with Double-Row Bearings
Kit with Double-Row Bearings with corrosion resistant black oxide finish $120 OHCOMP2BO

      (with 2 bearings, 6 seals, 2 stainless washers & 4 retainers)

 Only Golfco bearings are filled to over 90% with a special high performance extreme pressure rated grease

 that has been time tested to maximize the life of the bearing for commerical mower applications.

Competition Roller
TM

 Shafts

Replacement shafts are listed to the right of each roller line item shown in our Competition Roller price list above.

(The shaft part number is derived from the first 6 digits of the roller part number as follows:  Roller T2522S2CGF has shaft part SHA2522ST)

Each roller assembly listed in this offering catalog comes completely assembled with roller body or bodies, shaft and overhaul kits (bearings/seals/retainers).

Pro Roller
TM

 Bearings (Water Pump Style)
Replaces Toro #21-8430 $26 BWP3
      Water pump bearing-sealed (shaft is 1.8")

Replaces Toro #52-3180 & 52-3210 $26 BWP4
      Water pump bearing-sealed (shaft is 1.8" with 3/8-24 tap)

Replaces Jacobsen #101482 $26 BWP5
      Water pump bearing-sealed (shaft is 1.0" with 7/16-20 tap)

Replaces Toro #75-1290, Jacobsen #101481 & John Deere #35741 $26 BWP7
      Water pump bearing-sealed (shaft is 1.5")

{

COMPETITION ROLLERS
TM

  2023

GOLFCO INTERNATIONAL

(designate by adding "2" to front of roller part number)
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